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RESUMO 

De 2017 a 2019 um número relevante de Companhias brasileiras realizou Ofertas Públicas Iniciais 

de distribuição de ações em bolsas de valores sediadas nos Estados Unidos da América. A abertura 

de capital nos Estados Unidos da América é particularmente interessante a Companhias brasileiras, 

quando comparada à abertura de capital no Brasil em segmentos de governança especial como o 

Novo Mercado ou o Nível 1 da B3 S.A.. A previsão, nos Estados Unidos, de possibilidades de 

estabelecimento de diferentes classes de ações, assim como limites diferenciados ao free-float no 

processo de abertura de capital, oferecem significativo incentivo à abertura no exterior. Ofertas 

Públicas Iniciais em bolsas de valores como a Nasdaq e a New York Stock Exchange permitem que 

Companhias mantenham o controle de seu capital votante, em ações com poder de voto, ao mesmo 

tempo em que se capitalizam na alienação de ações emitidas que apenas remuneram o investidor. 

No entanto, a abertura de capital de Companhias brasileiras nos Estados Unidos também apresenta 

relevantes custos. Custos de listagem e custos operacionais recorrentes são contabilizados nos 

Prospectos Finais e ponderados frente aos incentivos acima mencionados. Os riscos decorrentes do 

exercício da atividade empresarial em ambientes jurisdicionais múltiplos, por sua vez, são 

relevantes e devem ser adequadamente endereçados por Companhias brasileiras. Tais riscos 

decorrem (i) indiretamente da diametral diferença na regulação de obrigações de governança 

corporativa, notadamente interpretação de elementos fundadores da obrigação publicação de fato 

relevante entre as jurisdições brasileira e americana, e (ii) diretamente das imposições de multas e 

indenizações por violação de normas regulatórias, mediante ajuizamento de demandas 

compensatórias. A ponderação entre potenciais riscos e retornos na abertura de capital no exterior 

deve contemplar também riscos decorrentes de diferenças regulatórias jurisdicionais. Neste 

sentido, apesar dos riscos aparentemente adicionais associados a Ofertas Públicas Iniciais no 

exterior, Companhias brasileiras ainda optam pela abertura de capital fora do Brasil. A existência 

de uma progressão de aberturas de capital fora do Brasil engendra um cenário no qual: (i) 

Companhias brasileiras devem endereçar corretamente sua estrutura para atender às obrigações de 

divulgação de fato relevante em ambas as jurisdições, e (ii) a regulação no Brasil deve rever os 

padrões de governança impostos em segmentos especiais de listagem, para permitir adequada 

proteção de controle corporativo em ofertas públicas iniciais.  

 



 

ABSTRACT 

From 2017 to 2019 a considerable number of Brazilian Companies carried out Initial Public 

Offerings in American stock exchanges. Public Offerings in the United States are particularly 

interesting to Brazilian Companies, when compared to Public Offerings in Brazilian stock 

exchange B3 S.A., and its special governance segments Novo Mercado and Nível 1. The possibility, 

in American Public Offerings, of determining different classes of shares, combined with lesser 

limitations to free-float percentages, offer a significant incentive for Brazilian Companies to list 

abroad. Nasdaq and NYSE allow Companies to maintain control of their voting shares, while 

capitalizing the Company through shares providing investors with dividend distributions, but no 

voting rights. However, international listings also present relevant costs for Brazilian Companies. 

Listing costs and recurring operational costs are accounted for in Offering Prospectuses, and 

pondered before the incentives mentioned above. Risks arising from dual regulatory environments, 

must be adequately accounted for by Brazilian Companies carrying out international listings. Such 

risks arise, (i) indirectly from the stark differences in the governance and disclosure regulations in 

Brazil and the United States, and (ii) directly from indemnifications and sanctions imposed after 

violations to such regulations occur. In this sense, upon pondering between potential risks and 

perceived returns arising from listing stock abroad, Brazilian Companies still opt for listings in a 

dual regulatory environment. The existence of progressive numbers regarding international listings 

creates a scenario in which: (i) Brazilian Companies must correctly address their obligations 

towards the disclosure of material facts, and (ii) Brazilian regulation must revise the governance 

structures imposed in the regulations of special listing segments, as to allow for adequate protection 

of corporate control in initial public offerings. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 Robust capital markets provide the real economy with improved means of efficiently 

allocating resources and risk, and provide causal factors to boost commercial, industrial and overall 

economic growth and welfare1. 

 The causal relationships between capital market development and economic development 

are well founded and proven especially in developing countries2. The stock market, a pivotal facet 

of the capital markets, is fundamental in the provision of capital for industrial, commercial and 

financial activity. As demonstrated by economic literature3, a duly organized and regulated stock 

market provides transparent, timely and accountable investment opportunities for the financing of 

productive activities, impacting economic activity (when measured in GDP) and promoting growth 

by means of efficient capital allocation and diversification of risk. 

 The causal effect, albeit retributive, between capital markets development and general 

economic development encompasses two general principles or measurements regarding capital 

markets and one measurement regarding economic development. The amount of capital market 

development depends on total market capitalization and market liquidity4, while economic 

development is generally measured in GDP5.  

 
1 LAEVEN, Luc. The Development of Local Capital Markets: Rationale and Challenges. IMF Working Paper 
Research Department., pg. 1-13,  December 2014.  
2 NAZIR, Mian Sajid. NAWAZ, Muhammad. GILANI, Usman. Relationship between economic growth and stock 
market development. African Journal of Business Management., pg. 3473-3479, 2010.  
3 MISHKIN, FS. The Economics of Money, Banking, and Financial Markets. 6 th Edition, New York, 2001; 
ADDISON, Wesley. LONGMAN, Obstfeld. Risk-Taking, Global Diversification, and Growth. Ame. Econ. Rev., 
84(5): 1310–1329, 1994.  
4 SARR, Abddourahmane. Lybeck, Tonny. Measuring liquidity in Financial Markets. IMF Working Paper Research 
Department., pg. 1-64,  December 2002 
5 DYNAN, Karen. SHEINER, Louise. GDP as a Measure of Economic Well-being. Hutchkins Center on Fiscal & 
Monetary Policy at the Brookings Institution, Working paper 43., pg 1-63, August 2018. 
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 Therefore, growth in market capitalization and liquidity are causal factors in the promotion 

of growth in GDP. The propensity for firms to seek publicly traded forms of financing is one of the 

main indicators of developed economies6. 

 To this extent, the major composition of capital markets is found in stock markets7. 

Although financial institutions and other credit providing agents are important players, debt and 

equity issuers play a decisive role in the compounded size of the capital market of any given 

jurisdiction.  

In this sense, the composition of any national stock market comprises issuers of securities, 

to be traded in such exchange. The more issuers, the greater market capitalization of such stock 

market, which promotes greater development in the given capital market, which in turn provides 

causation to growth in overall GDP. 

 Issuers of securities are therefore a key factor in how developed any stock market is, and 

consequently, national companies listing securities in national stock exchanges tends to benefit 

national GDP. 

National companies listing in international stock exchanges, on the other hand, do not 

provide the same level of development towards national capital markets, as market capitalization 

in affected only in the international exchange where the security was listed. Although the proceeds 

arising from listing will benefit the company, and indirectly benefit national economic activity, 

part of the “development chain” is broken – the development of national capital markets is halted 

whenever a national company opts to issue securities in international exchanges.  

From 2017 to 2019, nearly one third of all Brazilian companies issuing securities by means 

of Initial Public Offerings (“IPO”), chose to do so abroad8. Of these companies, none had 

established a greater percentage of their business practices in the United States of America (“U.S.”) 

than in Brazil, or exercised the majority of their operations in the U.S. All rendered most or all their 

services, sold most or all their products, and established their activities in Brazil. 

 
6 ROELL, Ailsa. The decision to go Public: An overview. European Economic Review. 40th Edition, pg 1071-1081, 
1994. 
7U.S. Congressional Research Service. In Focus Report. January 8, 2019. 
8 The Companies mentioned are: Netshoes (Cayman) Limited., Nexa Resources S.A., Pagseguro Digital Limited., Arco 
Platform Limited., StoneCo Limited., Linx S.A., Afya Limited., and Azul S.A . 
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A significant absence in possible further development of Brazilian capital markets was felt 

when such companies chose solely international listings. Market capitalization on Brazil was 

therefore significantly smaller than what it could have been if such companies opted to host their 

IPO deals in the Brazilian stock exchange. 

The option to “go public” – jargon for executing an IPO, is determined by a series of factors, 

both operational and financial. The literature9 commonly states as the main reasons, and advantages 

for going public: capitalization or financing of the issuer and existing shareholders and the 

supposed enhancement of the company’s image once its stocks are publicly traded. Downside for 

the IPO process include costs incurred, control dilution, and the imposition of new regulation10.  

Therefore, Brazilian companies choosing international exchanges in opposition to listing in 

the national exchange foresee either greater advantages in foreign stock exchanges, or lesser 

downside in foreign listings. 

In this sense, this paper will first provide a composite analysis and comparison between the 

revenue obtained and costs (downside) incurred by companies listing in Brazilian and US-based 

stock exchanges, in order to conclude or point-out the main differences associated to revenues and 

costs arising whenever Brazilian companies opt for exclusively foreign listings when compared to 

national listings, and then provide an additional possible negative factor, arising from jurisdictional 

misalignments, affecting Brazilian companies opting for foreign listings.  

Brazilian companies, when considering the option to list abroad, face a relevant and costly 

factor, which has amounted to substantial costs incurred by some of the  major Brazilian companies 

listing abroad. Such factor represents the necessity of any given company, when listing abroad, of 

complying with two completely different jurisdictions and regulatory sets of rules, while the 

company’s operations are rendered in their majority in only one jurisdiction. In other words, the 

need to comply with US federal, state and stock exchange specific regulations while operating 

strictly in Brazil is a possible hidden and relevant factor, which poses monumental downside if any 

violation occurs. 

 
9 ROELL, Ailsa. The decision to go Public: An overview. European Economic Review. 40th Edition, pg 1071-1081, 
1994. 
10 ROELL, Ailsa. The decision to go Public: An overview. European Economic Review. 40th Edition, pg 1071-1081, 
1994. 
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2. The current phenomenon of Brazilian Companies listing stock in United States-based 

Stock Exchanges and the possible reasons for such listing 

 

2.1 Consolidated data on Initial Public Offerings in Brazil and in the United States 

 

Throughout the years of 2017, 2018, and 201911, eighteen companies listed their stock under 

the special corporate governance segments “Novo Mercado” or “Nível 1” of the Brazilian stock 

exchange Bolsa, Brasil, Balcão – B3 S.A12 (“B3”). All listed companies were incorporated, 

organized and established under Brazilian Law. 

 

Table 1: List of Companies listing stock in the special corporate governance segments of the 

Brazilian stock exchange (2017 to 2019) 

Year       Company name 

2017 

Atacadão S.A. 

BK Brasil Operação e Assessoria 

a Restaurantes S.A. 

Camil Alimentos S.A. 

Construtora Tenda S.A. 

Instituto Hermes Pardini S.A. 

IRB - Brasil Resseguros S.A. 

Movida Participacões S.A. 

Omega Geração S.A. 

Petrobras Distribuidora S.A. 

 
11 Ernst & Young Global Limited Liability Partnership. Global IPO trends: Q4 2019. 2019. Available at 
https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/growth/ey-global-ipo-trends-q4-2019.pdf. Accessed 
June 29, 2020. 
. 
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Priner Serviços Industriais S.A. 

Smiles Fidelidade S.A. 

2018 

Hapvida Participacões e 

Investimentos S.A. 

Log Commercial Properties S.A. 

Notre Dame Intermédica 

Participacoes S.A. 

2019 

Banco BMG S.A. 

CeA Modas S.A. 

Grupo SBF S.A. 

Natura & Co Holding S.A. 

Vivara Participações S.A. 

 

Total proceeds from listings varied yearly13: 2017 featured ten IPO deals, and proceeds totaled 

US$ 6.7 Billion, 2018´s three listings held US$ 2 Billion, and in 2019, the total proceeds for the 

year´s five listings amounted to US$ 2.3 Billion14.  

Median deal sizes15 also varied year-to-year: 2017 had a median deal size of US$ 427.1 Million, 

while 2018 saw a much larger median deal size of US$ 801 Million. 2019, in similarity to 2017, 

had a median deal size of US$ 404 Million16. 

 
13 The amounts mentioned were measured using total proceeds in Brazilian Reais, and converted into United States 
Dollars according to the exchange rates exercised in each period.  
14 Ernst & Young Global Limited Liability Partnership. Global IPO trends: Q4 2019. 2019. Available at 
https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/growth/ey-global-ipo-trends-q4-2019.pdf. Accessed 
June 29, 2020. 
 
15 Ernst & Young Global Limited Liability Partnership. Global IPO trends: Q4 2019. 2019. Available at 
https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/growth/ey-global-ipo-trends-q4-2019.pdf. Accessed 
June 29, 2020. 
16 Ernst & Young Global Limited Liability Partnership. Global IPO trends: Q4 2019. 2019. Available at 
https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/growth/ey-global-ipo-trends-q4-2019.pdf. Accessed 
June 29, 2020. 
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Table 2: Total proceeds and median deal sizes for 2017, 2018 and 2019 in the Brazilian stock 

exchange (amounts in US$ Billion) 

 

Year 2017 2018 2019 

Total Deals 10 3 5 

Total Proceeds 6,7 2,0 2,3 

Median Deal sizes 0.427 0,801 0,404 

 

In contrast, from 2017 to 2019, nine companies incorporated in Brazil, and organized under 

Brazilian Law, listed17 their stock in American-based exchanges. When compounding total results, 

nearly one third of all Brazilian companies listing their stock, in the segments mentioned, from 

2017 to 2019, chose to do so abroad18. Of these companies, none had established a greater 

percentage of their business practices in the United States than in Brazil, or exercised the majority 

of their operations in the U.S. All rendered most or all their services, sold most or all their products, 

and established their activities in Brazil. Listing stock abroad may have not derived from 

operational reasons. The companies, under their corporate names correspondent to the IPO filing 

are: Netshoes (Cayman) Limited., Nexa Resources S.A., Pagseguro Digital Limited., Arco 

Platform Limited., StoneCo Limited., Linx S.A., Afya Limited., and Azul S.A.. 

To this sense, data from Initial Public Offerings in the United States may shed a light on the 

difference between listing in B3 and listing in Nasdaq and NYSE, and further set the foundation 

for Brazilian companies choosing certain U.S. stock exchanges over B3.  

Total proceeds from 2017´s one hundred and seventy-four IPO deals combined in either Nasdaq 

or the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) amounted to US$ 39.5 Billion, with median deal sizes 

of US$ 118.6 Million19.  

 
17 Listing, in this sense, indicates only ordinary stock listings and certificates or derivatives with stocks as underlying 
assets. The term, therefore, includes American Depositary Shares. 
18 Limited to Nasdaq and the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) 
19 Ernst & Young Global Limited Liability Partnership. Global IPO trends: Q4 2019. 2019. Available at 
https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/growth/ey-global-ipo-trends-q4-2019.pdf. Accessed 
June 29, 2020.  
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For 2018, the proceeds of the two-hundred and five IPO deals in Nasdaq or NYSE totaled 

US$52.8 Billion, and median deal sizes comprised US$ 111 Million20. With one hundred and sixty-

five IPO deals in the NYSE or Nasdaq, 2019 saw total proceeds reaching US$ 50 Billion, and 

median deal sizes of US$ 110 Million21. 

Table 3: Total proceeds and median deal sizes for 2017, 2018 and 2019 in Nasdaq and NYSE 

stock exchanges (amounts in US$ Billion) 

Year 2017 2018 2019 

Total Deals 174 205 165 

Total Proceeds 39,5 52,8 50 

Median Deal sizes 0,118 0,111 0,110 

 

Comparing the compounded results of Initial Public Offerings in the Brazilian stock exchange 

B3 and American stock exchanges NYSE and Nasdaq for the years of 2017 to 2019, U.S. based 

exchanges listed nearly thirty times22 more companies, while median deal sizes in B3 were found 

to be nearly four times larger in 2017 and 2019, and nearly eight times larger in 2018. U.S. stock 

exchanges Nasdaq  and NYSE therefore present more IPO deals, and much larger total proceeds 

results, albeit smaller median deal values. 

Table 4: Compared Results between Total listings, proceeds and median deal sizes for 2017, 

2018 and 2019 in the Brazilian stock exchange and Nasdaq and NYSE stock exchanges (amounts 

in US$ Billion) 

Year 2017 2017 2018 2018 2019 2019 

 BR US BR US BR US 

Total Deals 10 174 3 205 5 165 

Total Proceeds 6.7 39.5 2.0 52.8 2.3 50 

 
20 Ernst & Young Global Limited Liability Partnership. Global IPO trends: Q4 2019. 2019. Available at 
https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/growth/ey-global-ipo-trends-q4-2019.pdf. Accessed 
June 29, 2020.  
21 Ernst & Young Global Limited Liability Partnership. Global IPO trends: Q4 2019. 2019. Available at 
https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_gl/topics/growth/ey-global-ipo-trends-q4-2019.pdf. Accessed 
June 29, 2020.  
22 Considering listing segments in B3 as Novo Mercado and Nível 1. 
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Median Deal 

sizes 

0.427 0,118 0,801 0,111 0,404 0,110 

 

 

2.2 Reasons entailing foreign stock listings: upsides, downsides and related causes 

 

The choices regarding forums for IPO listings are determined by a series of factors, both 

operational and financial. The literature23 commonly states as the main reasons and advantages for 

going public: capitalization or financing of the issuer and existing shareholders and the supposed 

enhancement of the company’s image once its stocks are publicly traded. Downside for the IPO 

process include costs incurred and control dilution24.  

The results mentioned above, however, are not sufficient to precisely conclude that it is 

financially more attractive for American or Brazilian companies to list their stock at either Nasdaq 

or NYSE than it is for Brazilian companies to list theirs at B3. If median deal sizes were sufficiently 

larger in the U.S., such results, combined with the greater amount of total proceeds would clearly 

indicate that in median, companies tend to receive more capital when listing abroad. However, 

once median deal sizes are actually quite larger in Brazil, while it is plausible that funding is more 

generally available in an exchange with larger market caps, it is not possible to factually conclude 

that companies will receive more capital when listing abroad.  

The results clearly indicate that American capital markets are obviously more voluminous than 

Brazilian capital markets, but total IPO volume is not, by itself, indicative of such attractiveness to 

list abroad.  

Common reasons and advantages for going public encompass capitalization or financing of 

the issuer and existing shareholders, and the supposed enhancement of the company’s image once 

 
23 ROELL, Ailsa. The decision to go Public: An overview. European Economic Review. 40th Edition, pg 1071-1081, 
1994. 
24 ROELL, Ailsa. The decision to go Public: An overview. European Economic Review. 40th Edition, pg 1071-1081, 
1994. 
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its stocks are publicly traded25. The results above show that it is not possible to accurately conclude 

that capitalization will be more substantial in the U.S. than in Brazil.  

Also, given the perceived advantage in the enhancement of a company´s image derives 

from the publicly traded status, and not the location of such public trading, it is also not possible 

to conclude that U.S. listings provide such image enhancement while listings in Brazil do not. 

 Therefore, aversion over possible downsides for the IPO process might be the reason why 

Brazilian companies opt to list abroad. Such downsides include costs incurred and control 

dilution26. Further analyses also stated the listing company´s CEO educational background may 

play a determinant role in the jurisdiction of the IPO27. 

An analysis of compared costs incurred in Brazil and in the United States for Initial Public 

Offerings, put in percentages of total listing expenses, is necessary to fully understand the 

phenomenon of Brazilian companies choosing to list their stock abroad. 

Ritter, and Lee, Lochhead, Ritter, and Zhao, observe that companies listing incur significant 

one-time direct costs, such as underwriting, accounting and legal fees, as well as recurring costs, 

such as auditing, reporting, and stock exchange maintenance fees28. Other one-time listing 

expenses include listing fees, incurred in the event of the public offering, and due to regulatory 

agencies and stock exchanges.  

In the United States, the table below summarizes average costs incurred by 315 listing 

companies for IPO´s in major U.S. stock exchanges, from 2015 to 2017. The first section of the 

table below presents results according to company revenue range, and the following section divides 

average costs incurred in relation to proceeds raised with the offering: 

 
25ROELL, Ailsa. The decision to go Public: An overview. European Economic Review. 40th Edition, pg 1071-1081, 
1994.  
26 ROELL, Ailsa. The decision to go Public: An overview. European Economic Review. 40th Edition, pg 1071-1081, 
1994. 
27 BAI, Xiaoou. TSANG, Eric. XIA, Wei. The Effects of a CEO's Educational Background on the Choice of IPO 
Location. Academy of Management Proceedings. Issue 14907, pg 105-456. 2017. 
28 LEE, Inmoo. LOCHHEAD, Scott. RITTER, Jay. ZHAO, Quanshui, The Costs Of Raising Capital, Journal of 
Financial Research, 19, issue 1, p. 59-74, 1996. 
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Table 5: List of total costs incurred in the IPO process, in terms of percentages of 

proceeds raised29 

 

 

 

At the lower bound (companies with US$ 25 Million to US$ 100 Million in proceeds raised), 

average costs of US$ 7,3 Million for IPO´s represent an approximate cost of 34.2%30 or 7.3% of 

total proceeds raised, which presents compounded average approximate costs of 11.7% of total 

proceeds. At the upper bound, (companies with over US$ 1Billion raised), total average IPO costs 

 
29 The following table was produced by Price Waterhouse and Coopers & Lybrand. A roadmap for Going Public in 
Brazil. 2011. Available at https://www.pwc.com.br/pt/publicacoes/assets/roadmap-going-public-brazil-ipo.pdf. 
Accessed on June 29, 2020. 
30 Considering total proceeds of US$ 25 Million 
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of US$ 70,3 Million represent an approximate cost of 13.7% or less of total proceeds raised. 

Compounded average costs at the upper bound are of approximately 4% of total proceeds raised31.  

There is, therefore, a negative correlation between proceeds raised against costs as a percentage 

of proceeds raised.  Such percentiles, as will be shown below, are relevant for comparing results 

between IPO´s rendered in American and Brazilian stock exchanges.  

Meanwhile, in Brazilian stock exchange B3, At the lower bound (companies with US$ 25 

Million to US$ 100 Million in proceeds raised), compounded average costs for IPO´s represent 

approximately  5.6% of total proceeds raised, while at the upper bound, (companies with over US$ 

1Billion raised), total average IPO costs represent approximately cost of 2.5% of total proceeds 

raised32. The same negative correlation observed in US IPO´s is also visible in Brazil. However, 

total costs are, in percentages of total proceeds, quite lower in Brazil than in the United States. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
31 Price Waterhouse and Coopers & Lybrand. A roadmap for Going Public in Brazil. 2011. Available at 
https://www.pwc.com.br/pt/publicacoes/assets/roadmap-going-public-brazil-ipo.pdf. Accessed on June 29, 2020. 
32 Price Waterhouse and Coopers & Lybrand. A roadmap for Going Public in Brazil. 2011. Available at 
https://www.pwc.com.br/pt/publicacoes/assets/roadmap-going-public-brazil-ipo.pdf. Accessed on June 29, 2020. 
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Table 6: Comparison between costs of listing in Brazil and in the US (in percentages of total 

deal proceeds)33 

 

 

While the compounded results between Nasdaq, NYSE and B3 indicate a much more 

voluminous IPO in America, albeit smaller median deal sizes, it is less encumbering, in relation to 

percentage of IPO cost related to total proceeds, to list in Brazil than it is in America. 

It is, in this sense, listing stock in Brazilian stock exchange B3 costs approximately half34 of 

the amount incurred in listing overseas at Nasdaq or NYSE. Recurring costs are also significantly 

less encumbering in Brazil: approximately 60% of Brazilian companies sustain their recurring costs 

 
33 The following graph was produced by Price Waterhouse and Coopers & Lybrand. A roadmap for Going Public in 
Brazil. 2011. Available at https://www.pwc.com.br/pt/publicacoes/assets/roadmap-going-public-brazil-ipo.pdf. 
Accessed on June 29, 2020. 
 
34 Price Waterhouse and Coopers & Lybrand. A roadmap for Going Public in Brazil. 2011. Available at 
https://www.pwc.com.br/pt/publicacoes/assets/roadmap-going-public-brazil-ipo.pdf. Accessed on June 29, 2020. 

BR US

US$ 25 to 100 
Million 

US$ 100 to 
250 Million 

US$ 250 to 
500 Million 

US$ 500 
Million to 1 
Billion 

Over US$ 1 
Billion 
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associated to being a public company as inferior to US$ 400 thousand, while in the United States, 

for recurring costs of US$ 550 thousand, the percentage of Companies sustaining such costs is of 

approximately 6%35. 

Listing costs are, therefore, lower when listing in Brazil. As stated above, listings in Brazil 

amount to approximately half the financial costs of US listings in Nasdaq or NYSE.  

Furthermore, the case of Brazilian companies, listed in the United States in Nasdaq or NYSE, 

may shed further light on the relation of the perception regarding costs incurred in a U.S. listing 

and a Brazilian listing. 

Inability to access to the Brazilian stock market, regarding cost, location of operations, 

regulatory matters, or any other reason, was not the case for the nine IPO’s of Brazilian companies 

in Nasdaq or NYSE36. As shown below, listing stock in Brazil requires significantly less spending 

than listing abroad. The decision of listing stock abroad overcame financial inabilities to bear the 

financial costs to list nationally.  

These factors are of utmost relevance and demonstrate a clear tendency of Brazilian companies 

listing stock abroad not because they could not financially or operationally list in Brazil, but for 

other reasons.  

As set by Bai, Tsang and Xia37, there may be a direct correlation between a CEOs’ formal 

undergraduate education and the firms’ IPO location choice. The authors prove, in Chinese 

capital markets, that CEOs with a prestigious Chinese undergraduate degree tend to list their 

firms in China, while those with a foreign degree tend to list overseas.  

By no means does this paper entirely endorse the conclusions set out by the abovementioned 

authors, albeit an analysis pertaining to Brazilian companies is relevant if the abovementioned 

author’s hypothesis proves true for companies in Brazil. As so, such finding is relevant, as it may 

 
35 Price Waterhouse and Coopers & Lybrand. A roadmap for Going Public in Brazil. 2011. Available at 
https://www.pwc.com.br/pt/publicacoes/assets/roadmap-going-public-brazil-ipo.pdf. Accessed on June 29, 2020. 
 
36 Given company size, revenue and operations. 
37 BAI, Xiaoou. TSANG, Eric. XIA, Wei. The Effects of a CEO's Educational Background on the Choice of IPO 
Location. Academy of Management Proceedings. Issue 14907, pg 105-456. 2017. 
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present a formerly unknown variable to the equation regarding possible reasons for listings in 

international exchanges.  

However, it seems that this is not the case for Brazilian companies. Of the nine foreign 

listings of Brazilian companies between 2017 and 2019, none of the CEO´s had an undergraduate 

educational background in the United States38, all had their undergraduate degrees held in a 

Brazilian institution. 

The other possible downsides arising from the IPO process are control dilution and new 

regulation. Control dilution depends on the standards for deal structures, and the possibility of 

different classes of shares. 

Differences in Governance, structure and regulatory frameworks regarding disclosure between 

Brazilian and American jurisdictions will be presented in Chapter 4. However, for a broader 

explanation on the phenomenon of Brazilian companies listing stock abroad, and the reasons 

behind such phenomenon, an analysis of the control dilution downside, avoided with listing stock 

in the United States, is necessary.  

The previous Section has shown that economic reasons for listing in the United States do not 

entail spending costs related to the listing process itself, but possibly amount to a greater spectrum 

of investors, given the greater volume of the American stock market, yet no conclusion of this sort 

is completely accurate. The possibility of a greater company capitalization may drive the economic 

agenda of listing abroad. However, the presumptive possibility of greater capitalization is not the 

sole reason for such choice. Differences in deal structure and governance practices also, in some 

instances, may favor listing abroad. To this sense, a division between (i) deal structure, including 

all quantitative listing standards, and (iii) governance practices, is set to compartmentalize such 

analysis. 

The possible deal structures in the United States differ significantly from possible deal 

structures in Brazil. The first and most financially significant differences are the absence of 

different classes of shares in listing under special governance segments Novo Mercado and Nível 

 
38 According to the Resumés of all CEO´s as listed on the Offering Prospectuses of listed Companies, available at 
https://cvmweb.cvm.gov.br/SWB/Sistemas/SCW/CPublica/CiaAb/FormBuscaCiaAb.aspx?TipoConsult=p. Accessed 
June 29, 2020. 
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1 of stock exchange B3, as well as the minimum required percentage of the enforced free-float 

shares when accessing the stock market. 

In Brazil, for B3 listing segment “Novo Mercado”, according to Article 10 of the Novo 

Mercado Regulation 39, unrestricted publicly held (free-float) shares  of the company must amount 

to a minimum of 25% of total shares, or 15% of total shares if daily median trading volumes 

surpass, or are equal to, a minimum of R$ 25 million during the previous twelve months. In 

practice, such possibility based on median daily trading volumes does not apply to companies 

undergoing an IPO, given their trading volumes have obviously no possibility of presenting a 

previous track record. The Novo Mercado Regulation, under Article 8, also requires that all 

company shares have the same class, voting rights and dividend distribution, such shares are, in 

Brazilian law, named as ações ordinárias40 (ordinary shares). A more comprehensive explanation 

on the nature of ordinary shares, and further analysis of the matter is presented in Chapter 4. 

Listing segment Nível 1 at B3, according to its Regulation41, also requires the same free-float 

minimum, obligation for all shares to be classified as ordinary shares, and daily trading volumes 

do not present any change to such minimum requirement. 

To companies listing in Brazil, the free float requirement presents itself as a potential burden, 

resulting in the loss of one quarter of all voting rights, and imposes greater potential fluctuation 

impacts on the companies’ market cap arising from speculation. 

The impossibility of creating different classes of shares, is a secondary potential issue, as it 

blocks all possibility of determining differences in dividend distribution and voting rights 

according to classes of shares. 

In contrast, stock exchanges Nasdaq and NYSE also require a minimum of publicly held shares, 

but such minimum represents a fixed quantity of shares and not a percentage of total shares. 

 
39Available at 
http://www.b3.com.br/data/files/3A/60/99/CC/038CF610761CABF6AC094EA8/Regulamento%20do%20Novo%20
Mercado%20-%2003.10.2017%20(Sancoes%20pecuniarias%202020).pdf. Accessed June 29, 2020. 
40 Ações Ordinárias, or ordinary shares, give their holder the right to participate in the management of the issuing 
company, under the one-share-one-vote rule, and presents the holder with all accompanying tag along rights, at a 
minimum valuation of 80% of the market value of the holder´s shares. For more on the matter, consult EIZIRIK, 
Nelson, Temas de Direito Societário, Rio de Janeiro, Renovar, 2005. 
41Available at 
http://www.b3.com.br/data/files/53/70/88/65/438CF610761CABF6AC094EA8/Regulamento%20de%20Listagem%2
0do%20N%C3%ADvel%201%20(San%C3%A7%C3%B5es%202020).pdf. Accessed June 29, 2020. 
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According to the Rule 103.01A of the NYSE Listed Company Manual, quantitative listing 

requirements for foreign companies amount to a total minimum of 2.5 million publicly held shares 

worldwide, and an aggregate market value of publicly held shares of US$100 million worldwide42.  

Nasdaq, on the other hand, according to the the exchange´s Listing Rule 5315(e)(2) for the 

Nasdaq Global Select Market, requires a minimum of 1.25 Million unrestricted publicly held shares 

with a minimum market value43 of US$ 45 million44. 

As stated above, B3 segments Novo Mercado and Nível 1 require that all of the listed 

companies’45 shares provide the same rights and dividend distribution to its holders. In the United 

States, however, regarding listing under Nasdaq or NYSE, multiple share classes and super-voting 

structures are allowed46. The existence of Common47 and Preferred48 stock presents itself as an 

advantage for the company to both raise capital and maintain its voting rights and structure. 

Furthermore, Common stock may even be subdivided into different classes: usually into Class A 

or Class B shares, each one assigned with different rights to its holder49. Regarding such division 

of shares into classes, certain holders may be assigned a class of shares with super-voting rights, 

usually classified as a multiplication of the voting powers of other classes of shares. 

The possibility of both divisions in dividend distribution and voting rights according to class, 

play a primary role in the option to list stock abroad, as is presented by the following Brazilian 

companies that listed their stock in a US-based stock exchange. The table below shows the 

summarized statements made by listing companies, in their offering Prospectuses, regarding the 

choice to list abroad: 

 

 
42 According to the NYSE Listed Company Manual, available at https://nyseguide.srorules.com/listed-company-
manual. Accessed June 29, 2020. 
43 Market value may be calculated with the addition of stockholder equity. 
44According to the Nasdaq Listing Manual, available at https://listingcenter.nasdaq.com/assets/initialguide.pdf. 
Accessed June 29, 2020. 
45 With the exception of state-owned or companies with government held shares. 
46 WESTENBERG, David. A. Initial Public Offerings: A Practical Guide to Going Public, Second Edition, 
Practising Law Institute, page 235. 2019 
47 WESTENBERG, David. A. Initial Public Offerings: A Practical Guide to Going Public, Second Edition, 
Practising Law Institute, page 281. 2019 
48 WESTENBERG, David. A. Initial Public Offerings: A Practical Guide to Going Public, Second Edition, 
Practising Law Institute, page 236. 2019 
49 WESTENBERG, David. A. Initial Public Offerings: A Practical Guide to Going Public, Second Edition, 
Practising Law Institute, page 280. 
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Table 7: Summarized reasons stated by Brazilian companies for listing abroad: 

 

Afya Limited StoneCo Limited Arco Platform 

Limited 

“As a result, the 

Esteves Family and 

Crescera will control 

approximately 95.1% 

of the voting power of 

our outstanding share 

capital following this 

offering” 

“resulting in their 

ownership of 34.9% 

of our outstanding 

common shares, and, 

consequently, to 

57.1% of the 

combined voting 

power of our common 

shares, and will 

control all matters 

requiring shareholder 

approval. Our 

founder shareholders 

also have the right to 

nominate a majority 

of our board and 

consent rights over 

certain corporate 

transactions” 

“As a result, the 

Founding 

Shareholders will 

control 

approximately 91.0% 

of the voting power of 

our outstanding share 

capital following this 

offering” 

 

 

Afya Limited structured its offering under a similar structure, one of retaining a majority of 

share capital, retaining 95.1% over all voting power, and ultimate control over matters requiring 
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shareholder approval, which would not be possible if listing in B3 under Novo Mercado and Nível 

1 listings50. 

StoneCo Limited, in similarity to both companies above structured their Initial Public Offering 

under Class A and Class B common shares, while retaining 57.1% of the combined voting power 

of common shares, and retaining total control over matters dependent on shareholder approval, 

with founding shareholders also retaining rights to nomination of the majority of board members 

and consent rights over certain transactions of the company51. 

Arco Platform Limited´s founding shareholders retained, in the company’s IPO, retained 91% 

of voting power while capitalizing the company with US$ 194,5 Million, with the sale of 22,8% of 

the company, and retained a total of 50.5% of outstanding share capital52 

 To this sense, none of the above companies would have maintained such levels of control 

over voting power or consolidated share capital if they chose to list their shares in Brazilian stock 

exchange B3. The nuances of the regulation brought by the special governance segments of Novo 

Mercado and Nível 1 would have made impossible the option to maintain such structures as the 

above. Control dilution, a very relevant downside to the IPO process, greatly favors listing in the 

United States. 

 To this sense, Section 2 detailed the phenomenon of a considerable number of Brazilian 

companies opting to list abroad, and the main reasons behind such option, in Nasdaq and NYSE. 

There are, however, relevant risks associated with such option, and the main exposition of this 

paper is that these risks are not correctly addressed when outweighing the choice of listing stock 

abroad.  

The existence of a number of class action lawsuits based on the violation of rules of 

governance and disclosure, exposes the misaddressing of the encumbrances associated to being 

 
50 Offering Prospectus of Afya Ltd., available at https://ir.afya.com.br/static-files/751c7736-d107-4a26-80c4-
c9e7cfb3476e. Accessed June 29, 2020. 
51 Offering Prospectus of StoneCo Ltd. Available at 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1745431/000119312518309043/d580263d424b4.htm. Accessed June 29, 
2020. 
52 Offering Prospectus of Arco Platform Ltd., available at 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1740594/000095010318009931/dp94484_f1.htm. Accessed June 29, 2020. 
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incorporated, operating in Brazil, constituted under Brazilian law, and having to follow certain 

disclosure and governance rules from another jurisdiction.  

 Such securities fraud class actions have cost Petróleo Brasileiro S.A. (“Petrobras”), a 

Brazilian company with listed securities in the United States, a settlement of approximately US$ 

3 Billion, representing the fifth largest settlement in US class action history53, and the largest 

class action settlement in a decade.  

 

 Specifically, Petrobras agreed to pay a total of US$ 2.95 billion, in two installments of 

US$ 983 million, disbursed immediately following preliminary approval and final approval of the 

settlement in court, and a third installment of US$ 984 million to be paid not after January 15th, 

201954. 

 

 Plaintiffs stated55 that Petrobras withheld essential information regarding corruption 

practices carried out by its directors, and by doing so, did not provide investors with complete 

information towards the investments or divestment made by such investors. Regarding such non-

disclosure, investors relied on the information made available to them, which was incomplete 

and/or misrepresented, therefore ultimately acting upon an omission made by Petrobras. Regarding 

such omission, Plaintiffs pleaded they were entitled to a presumption of reliance under the “fraud 

on the market” theory established in Basic Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224 (1988), as will be 

described in the following chapter. 

 The Petrobras Securities Class Action Lawsuit, as defined by the United States Court of 

Appeals for the Second Circuit56, comprises certain claims regarding corruption practices in the 

 
53 Settlement Agreement available at http://www.petrobrassecuritieslitigation.com/. Accessed June 29, 2020. 
54 FORM 6-K, REPORT OF FOREIGN PRIVATE ISSUER PURSUANT TO RULE 13a-16 OR 15d-16 UNDER 
THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934 - For The Month Of January, 2018: PETRÓLEO BRASILEIRO 
S.A. – PETROBRAS. Available At 
Https://Www.Sec.Gov/Archives/Edgar/Data/1119639/000130901418000011/Htm_11841.Htm 
 
55 United States Court of Appeals For the Second Circuit, Case 16-1914, Document 324-1, 07/07/2017, 2073028, Pages 
1 to 66. 16‐1914‐cv 
56 United States Court of Appeals For the Second Circuit, Case 16-1914, Document 324-1, 07/07/2017, 2073028, 
Pages 1 to 66. 16‐1914‐cv 
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years approximately between 2000 and 2015, when Petrobras was expanding its production 

capacity.     

Production capacity was then expanded by the use of competitive biddings for CAPEX, 

mainly for constructing and purchasing petroleum refining stations.  

Over such years, the plaintiffs provide that certain contractors and suppliers for the 

aforementioned biddings, coordinated with, not only the knowledge but the intent and financial 

gain of certain Petrobras executives, to set Petrobras’s bids in such biddings at greatly inflated 

prices, which did not reflect market prices at the time.  

The proceeds that the contractors gained from such inflated prices paid by Petrobras in the 

biddings, were then used to remunerate the executives of Petrobras in sums over billions of dollars, 

in practice as bribes and kickbacks, but also comprising corrupt payments to government officials 

as means to conceal the bidding scheme.  

In addition to the bribes and corrupt practices, which are illegal practices themselves, the 

inflated prices paid up for in the biddings, artificially increased the carrying value of Petrobras’s 

assets.  

The sum of acts carried out, therefore not only comprised an omission of the company when 

it did not disclose of the practices as it should once it had knowledge, but also provided investors 

with false information before corporate finances and valuation of assets. Petrobras assets in 2009 

were valued at US$ 310 billion, and by early 2015, after the corruption scheme was discovered, 

declined to US$ 39 billion57.  

The table below demonstrates the downfall in the valuation of Petrobras market value, and 

therefore, to a certain extent its assets, before, during and after the complete disclosure of the false 

statements made by the company: 

 

 

 
57 United States Court of Appeals For the Second Circuit, Case 16-1914, Document 324-1, 07/07/2017, 2073028, 
Page34. 16‐1914‐cv 
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Table 8: Petrobras historical market cap and share trading value (2006-2021)58 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As provided above, table 8 demonstrates clearly that in the years before the corruption 

scandal was discovered and disclosed, where investors acquired shares of the company in the 

years prior to 2010, with a share price of 50.99 reais, reflecting inflated asset prices and repeated 

statements by the company misleading investors as to the true nature of the corrupt practices 

carried out by it, as described above. 

For explanatory means, an oil refinery priced in a bidding at US$ 1 billion is sensibly 

entered into the company’s balance sheet or financial statement as a US$ 1 billion asset. 

However, investors are not aware that the valuation of the asset was artificially inflated, and its 

true value far falls below such amount. Investors, therefore, are provided with false information 

in which they rely upon, in balance sheets, financial statements, Forms-6K, prospectuses and 

other corporate and disclosed documents, whereas reliance on asset value for the purchase of a 

 
58 The following table was entirely produced by Google Finance, is available at https://www.google.com/finance and 
comprises market data provided by B3 S.A. - Brasil, Bolsa, Balcão 
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stock is, as will be shown, a considerable element for a conviction in a securities class action 

lawsuit. 

At the time, Petrobras stock was traded on the Brazilian stock exchange, that today is 

called B3, but at the time, BM&F BOVESPA. Petrobras, concomitantly with its listing in Brazil, 

sponsored American Depository Shares, a certificate – listed and traded in the New York Stock 

Exchange, that represents the Petrobras shares traded in Brazil.   

Meanwhile, the Petrobras class action’s main argument is that, between the years of 2010 

to 2015, the company issued two different false and/or misleading statements, which themselves 

violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b‐5.   

The first false statement produced by the company comprised the financial statements 

with inflated asset values, which as described above, provided investors with an erroneous 

valuation of the company and its assets.   

The second false statement comprised disclosures where the company specifically 

mentioned it adhered to ethical management principles, had policies in place to control its 

governance, and had put in place strict and sufficient financial and corporate controls to prevent 

any act of fraud, wrongful actions by management and corruption. 

The company was finally indicted of corrupt practices in the investigations and rulings 

that comprise Operation Car Wash (as mentioned in Chapter 3), where the practices mentioned 

by the plaintiffs in the securities class action were proven true. Therefore, the company opted for 

a settlement of approximately US$ 3 billion, as explained above. 

Vale S.A. also faced a relevant class action filed against the company for violation of 

securities law. Vale S.A., on June 10th, 2020 settled their class action for US$ 25 Million59. The 

case also included, in similarity as with Petrobras’s case, omissions of information that would 

otherwise provide investors with a different outlook on possible investments or divestments 

regarding the company’s stocks or debt. 

 
59 Settlement Agreement available at http://www.vale.com/EN/investors/information-market/Press-
Releases/Pages/Vale-informs-the-final-agreement-in-class-action-concerning-Samarco-.aspx. Accessed June 29, 
2020. 
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 The nature of such class action lawsuits (Stock-Drop Lawsuits), the main arguments behind 

their legal foundation, and an analysis of the most financially relevant lawsuits filed against 

Brazilian companies listing stock abroad is presented in the following Chapter. 
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3. Securities Fraud Class Action lawsuits  

 

 

In the United States, the principal60 mechanism regarding protection or compensation of 

investors over fraud committed in the context of any given security is federal litigation, filed as a 

collective plea, where the purportedly defrauded investors are set in a “class”, whereby such class 

is represented by one of the given defrauded investors. Through class certification, the defrauded 

investors demonstrate the reasons for their requisitions before the competent Court and must prove 

the elements that comprise legal foundation of such requisitions. 

In Brazil, the institute of a Securities Class Action Lawsuit is present since 1989, by means of 

Federal Law n. 7.913, where the collective action is founded under two basic purposes: prevention 

and/or compensation61. In this sense, Securities Fraud Class Action Lawsuits are to be filed in 

Brazil strictly in order to inhibit any prejudicial behavior by the defendant, which may give rise to 

losses by investors, or to compensate investors over losses suffered in connection to illegal 

activities carried out by the issuing company.62  

Brazilian individuals may also collectively file a Class Action Lawsuit for the compensation of 

losses under an investment in securities, however, the Lawsuit will follow the common procedures 

for all Class Action Lawsuits, under the tutelage of Federal Law n. 7.347 of 1985, including class 

certification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
60 COMIRAN, Giovana Cunha. A Ação Civil Pública para a Proteção do Acionista Investidos no Brasil e nos 
Estados Unidos. Res Severa Verum Gaudium, v. 5, n. 1, Porto Alegre, p. 07, out. 2020 
61 Tribunal de Justiça do Estado de São Paulo. Processo 1106499-89.2017.8.26.0100. p. 28. 
62 COMIRAN, Giovana Cunha. A Ação Civil Pública para a Proteção do Acionista Investidos no Brasil e nos 
Estados Unidos. Res Severa Verum Gaudium, v. 5, n. 1, Porto Alegre, p. 22, out. 2020 
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3.1 Securities Fraud Class Action Lawsuits under the jurisdiction of the United States 

 

Informally called stock drop lawsuits, securities fraud class action lawsuits encompass a 

private cause of action regarding the indemnification for financial losses incurred by investors, 

given such damages were caused by the issuing company when falsely conveying information or 

omitting facts said to influence both stock prices and any given investors’ perception over trading 

securities. 

In practice, legal basis for such lawsuits derives from Section 10(b) of the Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934 and the SEC’s Rule 10b-5.  Foundation for securities fraud claims 

encompass six elements: (1) a material misrepresentation or omission; (2) scienter; (3) a connection 

with the purchase or sale of a security; (4) reliance; (5) economic loss; and (6) loss causation.63 

The first element for legal foundation over claims of securities fraud is represented by a 

material misrepresentation or omission. The concept regards the conveyance of erroneous 

information or practices (misrepresentations) by an issuing company, given such information or 

practice is substantial towards the conclusion of one or more individuals (other than the fraudster) 

over the risks, costs and benefits of an eventual purchase or sale of a covered security64.  

Furthermore, such material fact influencing the purchase or sale of a covered security 

involves judgment over if the stated fact is connected to the decision of purchase or sale. In other 

words, the material misrepresentation or omission must present a significant and discernible 

difference towards an investors decision to purchase or to sell the security.65 

The depth of materiality, or the judgment over if such material misrepresentation actually 

influenced the decision to purchase or sell the security, encompasses the fourth element of private 

action: Reliance. 

 
63 Harvard Law Review. Congress, the Supreme Court, and the Rise of Securities-Fraud Class Actions. HLR Volume 
132, January 2019. N. 3, pg. 1067.  
64 Chadbourne & Parke LLP v. Troice, 571 U.S. 377 (2014) 
65 Chadbourne & Parke LLP v. Troice, 571 U.S. 377 (2014) 
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Reliance, according to the Supreme Court in Basic Inc. v. Levinson66, must require, as 

fulfillment of the materiality requirement, that there is a substantial likelihood that the disclosure 

of the omitted fact, or the absence of the misrepresentation, would have been viewed by the 

reasonable investor as having significantly altered the total mix of information made available67. 

To this sense, there is no actual need to prove in a case-by-case basis that the investor based their 

decision to trade over the misrepresentation, or omission. It is necessary, only, that a reasonable 

investor would have based their decision on the same misrepresentation or omission. 

On the topic of reliance, Basic Inc v. Levinson is the landmark case decided by the Supreme 

Court, where the justices determined that reliance encompasses an economic and financial set of 

theories related to the fraud on the market theory, and the Efficient Market Hypothesis68 – where, 

considering a securities’ market price reflects all of the information made public regarding its 

issuer, an investors’ reliance on any and every public information is a presumed link between the 

misrepresentation and the trading decision, and provides legal foundation to a Rule 10b-5 action. 

In other words, any information misrepresented or omitted by the issuing company 

constitutes itself as material if a reasonable shareholder or investor would rely upon such 

information or omission as basis, or as an important factor in his or her decision to purchase 

securities or vote upon any given matter69. The ninth-circuit, in its decision further implied that the 

reliance standard should be applied to all Rule 10(b) and 10b-5 class action lawsuits70. 

The second element of legal basis, scienter, regards intent to deceive, manipulate or 

otherwise act in recklessness towards the information presented or omitted to investors. The term 

scienter derives from the latin variant of science, or knowledge, and reflects the awareness of action 

by the perpetrating party to the securities fraud. Negligence, in this sense, is not a possible facet of 

scienter – intentional wrongdoing must be present. The Supreme Court specifically outlined the 

general concept of scienter under Rule 10b-5 In Ernst & Ersnt v. Hochefelder71, where the Supreme 

 
66 Basic Inc. v. Levinson - 485 U.S. 224, 108 S. Ct. 978 (1988) 
67 Basic Inc. v. Levinson - 485 U.S. 224, 108 S. Ct. 978 (1988) 
68 FAMA, Eugene F. Efficient Capital Markets: A Review of Theory and Empirical Work. The Journal of Finance 
Vol. 25, No. 2 - Papers and Proceedings of the Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting of the American Finance Association 
New York, N.Y. December, 28-30, 1969 pg. 383-417. 
69 BRANCH, George S. RUBRIGHT, James. Integrity of Management Disclosures Under the Federal Securities Laws. 
The Business Lawyer. Vol. 37, No. 4, July 1982, pg. 1447-1485  
70 MATHESON, John H. Corporate Disclosure Obligations and the Parameters of Rule 10b-5: Basic Inc. v. Levinson 
and Beyond. Journal of Corporation Law. Issue 14. 1988. 
71 Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185 (1976) 
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Court ruled that cause of action for securities fraud claims requires the intent to deceive, manipulate 

or defraud the investors. 

The requirement pertaining a connection with the purchase or sale of a security, has been 

deemed by the Supreme Court, in Chadbourne & Parke LLP v. Troice et al, as the necessity of the 

investor alleging misrepresentation by the issuing company to have himself purchased or held the 

securities at hand, either directly or indirectly. An indirect holding of a security, could occur, for 

example, by quotaholders of a pension fund whose capital is invested in the given fraudster.72 

 Economic loss and loss causation, long a controversial topic in securities fraud litigation, 

was loosely determined by the Supreme Court as encompassing “whether the alleged 

misrepresentations affected the market price in the first place”73 .  Confusion between linking loss 

causation and misrepresentation had surfaced the topic of securities fraud lawsuits ever since Basic 

Inc. v. Levinson ruled on the meanings of misrepresentation and reliance. To this sense, the 

concepts of economic loss and loss causation do not encompass the topic of reliance. The latter 

considers if the investor actually relied on the misrepresentation. In other words, reliance describes 

the nexus between the facts surrounding an investors choice to purchase or sell a security. Loss 

causation and economic loss, on the other hand, represents the requirement of demonstration that 

the alleged misrepresentation was the cause for a subsequent economic loss74. 

 The controversial issue at hand regarding loss causation surrounds concepts of fundamental 

analysis of securities – where the measurement of an economic loss, and the link to its cause, are 

of distinguishably complex given aspects of securities trading and market fluctuations.  

As defended by Brown75, the loss causation requirement has presented itself, in its 

evolution, as a possible barrier regarding the indemnification of defrauded investors, once the 

evidentiary burden of proving that the majoritarian, even if not sole, cause for a drop in a securities 

true value is the stated misrepresentation76. 

 In 2014, a securities fraud suit was filed against Barclays PLC by the Carpenters Pension 

Fund of St Louis. The plaintiffs alleged that Barclays engaged in a willful misrepresentation of its 

 
72 Chadbourne & Parke LLP v. Troice et al., pg. 44 
73 Halliburton Co. v. Erica P. John Fund, Inc. - 573 U.S. 258, 134 S. Ct. 2398 (2014)., pg. 3. 
74 Halliburton Co. v. Erica P. John Fund, Inc. - 573 U.S. 258, 134 S. Ct. 2398 (2014). Pg. 6. 
75 BROWN JR. James R. The Regulation of Corporate Disclosure. Wolters Kluwer. Fourth Edition. 2020. pg. 1027. 
76 BROWN JR. James R. The Regulation of Corporate Disclosure. Wolters Kluwer. Fourth Edition. 2020. pg. 1028. 
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LIBOR rates, providing false information regarding the rates and thus the Banks’ spread. The 

alleged misrepresentations occurred during the years of 2007 to 2009, and the corrective disclosure 

took place in 2012. The case was primarily dismissed, under the argument that any effects of the 

said misrepresentation in 2007 and 2009 would have been rendered moot by 2012. The appellate 

court, however, overruled, stating that under the Efficient Market Hypothesis, stock prices are 

influenced by all the information available regarding the issuer, as it is disclosed. The effects, in 

such manner, of the corrective disclosure were perceived at the moment the information was made 

available. The true value of the shares was only actually perceived after the disclosure of the 

misrepresentation77, and the prices before the disclosure, were an inflated representation of such 

true value.  

To this sense, the concept and interpretation of loss causation lies heavily on the pillars of 

an economic theory which is not absent of criticism78, and is also dependent on the presumption 

that the true value of a stock is an existent and determinable concept. 

The graphic representations of stock price fluctuations below help explain the chain of 

analysis pertaining to loss causation. Said misrepresentation also regards an omission, where the 

price of the stock fluctuates differently from the manner in which it would allegedly have fluctuated 

given the correct disclosure of the information: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
77 Carpenters Pension Trust Fund of St. Louis v. Barclays PLC, 56 F. Supp. 3d 549 
78 MALKIEL, Burton G. The Efficient Market Hypothesis and Its Critics. The Journal of Economic Perspectives. 
Vol. 17, No. 1., 2003, pg. 59-82 
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Table 9: Stock price inflation regarding a misrepresentation of the stock´s true value79 

 

 

 Securities fraud lawsuits thus rely on the factors defined above. However, even if the 

meaning and foundation of such factors is well defined, the framing of such factors into the 

practicalities of the financial market are not as definite.  

The constitution of a misrepresentation or omission, while operating in a dual-governance 

environment, as is the environment of all Brazilian companies listing stock abroad, may well be 

founded under intentional defrauding action, but may also derive simply from structural differences 

pertaining Brazilian and US Corporate Law, given certain differences in disclosure requirements 

and governance regulations, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 4. 

 
79 The following image was produced entirely by Cornerstone Research. Estimating Recoverable Damages in Rule 
10b-5 Securities Class Actions. Available at https://www.cornerstone.com/Publications/Reports/Estimating-
Recoverable-Damages-in-Rule-10b-5-Securities-Class-Actions.pdf. Accessed June 29, 2020. 
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 The judicialization of securities law violations resulting from the intersection between 

different jurisdictions and regulations towards governance, disclosure, compliance, and company 

structure is not a new phenomenon80. The tendency of targeting foreign issuers with securities fraud 

claims is not restricted only to Brazilian companies, and data demonstrates that securities fraud 

class actions have risen consistently over the last ten years81. In 2019, there were 64 securities fraud 

class action lawsuits filed against non-US issuers82, ten more than in 201883. The result of 2019 

represents 15% of the total securities fraud class actions filed that year. 

 Chapter 4 will provide an analysis of the differences in securities regulations in Brazil and 

the United States, and further base the indication that the possibility of securities law violations is 

greater when acting in a dual-regulation environment, however, the class action lawsuits stated 

above, of Brazilian companies with securities listed and traded in the United States, provides an 

overview of the risk mentioned in the previous Chapter: differences in standards and rules of 

governance, disclosure and outright general jurisdictional differences faced by foreign companies 

in the United States, are a relevant risk when proceeding listing of securities, and must be pondered 

accordingly when Brazilian companies opt to list abroad. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
80 MUIR, Dana M. The Future of Securities Class Actions against Foreign Companies: China and Comity Concerns. 
University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform. Volume 46., 2013. Pg. 12 
81KISTENBROKER, David H. JACOBSEN, Joni S. LIU, Angela M. Non-U.S. Issuers Targeted in Securities Class 
Action Lawsuits Filed in the United States. Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance. 2020. Pg 2 
82 KISTENBROKER, David H. JACOBSEN, Joni S. LIU, Angela M. Non-U.S. Issuers Targeted in Securities Class 
Action Lawsuits Filed in the United States. Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance. 2020. Pg. 3 
83 KISTENBROKER, David H. JACOBSEN, Joni S. LIU, Angela M. Non-U.S. Issuers Targeted in Securities Class 
Action Lawsuits Filed in the United States. Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance. 2020. Pg. 3 
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 3.2 Securities Fraud Class Action Lawsuits under the jurisdiction of Brazil 

  

As mentioned above, Federal Law 7.913 regulates Securities Fraud Class Actions in Brazil, 

where certain violations of securities law may give rise to the legal foundation of such lawsuits. 

 Brazilian jurisdiction, by means of Federal Law 7.913, divides violations of securities law 

into three main categories: (i) insider trading, (ii) fraudulent practices, and (iii) violations of 

disclosure.84 

It is not the objective of this paper to enter into discussions over the constitutive factors of 

insider trading, market manipulation or fraudulent practices – however, Brazilian legislation does 

not specifically mention the facets that American legislation does: (1) a material misrepresentation 

or omission; (2) scienter; (3) a connection with the purchase or sale of a security; (4) reliance; (5) 

economic loss; and (6) loss causation. 

There is still uncertainty over the legitimacy of proposing parties for securities fraud class 

action lawsuits in Brazil: Article 1 of Federal Law 7.913 specifically states that State or Federal 

Prosecutors are the only legitimate parties to file such lawsuits, however, Article 3 of such Law 

also states that the lawsuits governed by it are also subject to all provisions of Law 7.347 of 1985. 

In this regard, Law 7.347 of 1985 specifically states that associations composed of Brazilian 

citizens, operating for over one year and that specifically carry out activities towards the protection 

 
84 Article 1 of the aforementioned Law states: 

 
“Art. 1º Sem prejuízo da ação de indenização do prejudicado, o Ministério Público, de ofício ou por 
solicitação da Comissão de Valores Mobiliários — CVM, adotará as medidas judiciais necessárias para 
evitar prejuízos ou obter ressarcimento de danos causados aos titulares de valores mobiliários e aos 
investidores do mercado, especialmente quando decorrerem de: 
 
I — operação fraudulenta, prática não eqüitativa, manipulação de preços ou criação de condições artificiais 
de procura, oferta ou preço de valores mobiliários; 
 
II — compra ou venda de valores mobiliários, por parte dos administradores e acionistas controladores de 
companhia aberta, utilizando-se de informação relevante, ainda não divulgada para conhecimento do 
mercado ou a mesma operação realizada por quem a detenha em razão de sua profissão ou função, ou por 
quem quer que a tenha obtido por intermédio dessas pessoas; 
 
III — omissão de informação relevante por parte de quem estava obrigado a divulgá-la, bem como sua 
prestação de forma incompleta, falsa ou tendenciosa. 
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of consumers or the economic order are legitimate parties to propose a Class Action Lawsuit. 

Furthermore, scholars repeatedly defended that associations following the abovementioned 

requisites, are legitimate parties for the proposition of a securities fraud class action lawsuit85. 

Brazilian courts, themselves, are also uncertain over the applicability of the sole legitimacy of 

State or Federal Prosecutors for the proposition of such lawsuits and have accepted associations as 

also legitimate plaintiffs regarding the matter. Proceeding 1106499-89.2017.8.26.0100 of the State 

Courts of São Paulo, brought forward by an association named Associação dos Investidores 

Minoritários against Petrobras S.A., for the compensation of losses incurred by investors of 

Petrobras after the price fluctuations of its stock after Operation Car Wash86. The lawsuit was 

ultimately dismissed once an arbitration provision was signed by investors when purchasing the 

stock, however, the State Courts accepted the association as a legitimate party to pursue 

compensation under the tutelage of Federal Law 7.91387. 

Although over 30 years have passed since Law 7.913, the environment of its application is still 

almost non-existent88.  

MENDES, when analyzing the historical application and interpretation of Law 7.913 states that 

the Law itself an important tool89, but the vast majority of its applicability, its standards and 

elements, are limited to what scholars interpret, given minimal practical filings of complaints 

 
85 MEIRELLES, Hely Lopes. Ação Civil Pública - Mandado de Segurança. São Paulo: Malheiros, 2004, p. 194 
86 As set out in the decision proferred by the Court, in Proceeding 1106499-89.2017.8.26.0100 of the State Courts of 
São Paulo: “Trata-se de ação civil pública proposta por ASSOCIAÇÃO DOS INVESTIDORES MINORITÁRIOS- 
AIDMIN contra PETROLEO BRASILEIRO S A PETROBRAS requerendo a condenação da requerida no 
ressarcimento de todos os investidores e acionistas nacionais que adquiriram ações da requerida pela Bovespa diante 
das perdas sofridas em face de sua desvalorização decorrente do bilionário esquema de corrupção, má gestão e 
alavancagem financeira dolosa deflagrada, em especial, na operação Lava-Jato, além do pagamento de indenização 
por danos morais.” 
87 As determined by Judge Lúcia Caninéo Campanha, on July 4th, 2018 in Proceeding 1106499-89.2017.8.26.0100 
88 MENDES, Givago Dias. AÇÃO CIVIL PÚBLICA DE RESPONSABILIDADE POR DANOS CAUSADOS AOS 
INVESTIDORES NO MERCADO DE VALORES MOBILIÁRIOS: THE SECURITIES CLASS ACTIONS IN THE 
BRAZILIAN LEGAL SYSTEM. Processo, jurisdição e efetividade da justiça III [Recurso eletrônico on-line] 
organização CONPEDI/UNICURITIBA. Curitiba. 2016. P. 141 Available at: 
http://conpedi.danilolr.info/publicacoes/02q8agmu/o2ms73p5/3rL0CQa7MAR80Xsi.pdf 
89 MENDES, Givago Dias. AÇÃO CIVIL PÚBLICA DE RESPONSABILIDADE POR DANOS CAUSADOS AOS 
INVESTIDORES NO MERCADO DE VALORES MOBILIÁRIOS: THE SECURITIES CLASS ACTIONS IN THE 
BRAZILIAN LEGAL SYSTEM. Processo, jurisdição e efetividade da justiça III [Recurso eletrônico on-line] 
organização CONPEDI/UNICURITIBA. Curitiba. 2016. P. 145. Available at: 
http://conpedi.danilolr.info/publicacoes/02q8agmu/o2ms73p5/3rL0CQa7MAR80Xsi.pdf 
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encompassing violations regulated by Law 7.913 have been filed – whereas arbitration clauses limit 

the jurisdiction, and therefore exposure, of state courts before the matter. 

Differently from the certainty over the constitutive facets of a material fact, securities class 

action lawsuits in Brazil are relevantly opaque, given the underdevelopment of the matter in 

Brazilian securities markets. 

However, the CVM itself does not credit the difference in the existence of relevant class actions 

in the United States and Brazil solely to differences in regulation or development of the “class 

action institute”. Perhaps surprisingly, the CVM attributes the underdevelopment of securities 

fraud class action lawsuits to a lack of interest by both regulators and prosecutors in Brazil – a 

troublesome outlook when analyzing the future of possible reparation of investors regarding 

corporate wrongdoings90. 

The CVM interprets that public prosecutors in Brazil are not undertaking the position 

representing plaintiffs in securities fraud class action lawsuits because the range of competences or 

responsibilities faced by a public prosecutor in Brazil are too vast, and the expertise of prosecutors 

in Brazil is not complex enough when facing corporate proceedings91. 

The CVM also analyzes its own activity in promoting securities fraud class action lawsuits, and 

recognizes it rarely does so, and the reasons for such inactivity rely upon the lack of resources to 

carry out securities fraud class action lawsuits while exercising oversight of the securities markets 

in Brazil92. 

 
90 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários. Fortalecimento dos meios de tutela reparatória dos direitos dos acionistas 
no mercado de capitais brasileiro. Relatório Preliminar. Outubro de 2019. Available at https://www.gov.br/cvm/pt-
br/centrais-de-conteudo/publicacoes/estudos/fortalecimento-dos-meios-de-tutela-reparatoria-dos-direitos-dos-
acionistas-no-mercado-de-capitais-brasileiro-relatorio-preliminar-cvm-ocde-spe-me-outubro-2019 
91 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários. Fortalecimento dos meios de tutela reparatória dos direitos dos acionistas 
no mercado de capitais brasileiro. Relatório Preliminar. Outubro de 2019. Available at https://www.gov.br/cvm/pt-
br/centrais-de-conteudo/publicacoes/estudos/fortalecimento-dos-meios-de-tutela-reparatoria-dos-direitos-dos-
acionistas-no-mercado-de-capitais-brasileiro-relatorio-preliminar-cvm-ocde-spe-me-outubro-2019: “Com relação ao 
Ministério Público, uma possível explicação decorreria do fato de que sua competência é excessivamente ampla. 
Com efeito, ela abrange a proteção de todas as questões de interesse público, incluindo direito do consumidor, 
interesses ambientais, patrimônio cultural, etc. Consequentemente, pode não haver incentivo suficiente e expertise 
para lidar com processos societários e de valores mobiliários complexos por si só.”  
92 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários. Fortalecimento dos meios de tutela reparatória dos direitos dos acionistas 
no mercado de capitais brasileiro. Relatório Preliminar. Outubro de 2019. Available at https://www.gov.br/cvm/pt-
br/centrais-de-conteudo/publicacoes/estudos/fortalecimento-dos-meios-de-tutela-reparatoria-dos-direitos-dos-
acionistas-no-mercado-de-capitais-brasileiro-relatorio-preliminar-cvm-ocde-spe-me-outubro-2019: “No entanto, 
como mencionado acima, a CVM também tem legitimidade ativa independente para ajuizar ações civis públicas de 
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 While the reasons for such a difference in the securities fraud class action lawsuit scenario 

in Brazil and in the United States may well be one comprised by regulatory differences, it may also 

be the case that the incentives in Brazil are not aligned between investors and the entities 

empowered to protect investors in the event of misrepresentations or omissions regarding material 

facts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
reparação do investidor, mas raramente ajuíza tais ações. Esse comportamento é parcialmente explicado pela 
escassez de recursos e ampla gama de competências da CVM (Lei 6.385/76, artigos 8º e 9º), que exige que a 
autarquia escolha para onde direcionar seus esforços e recursos, tanto humanos quanto materiais. Nesse cenário, a 
CVM tem concentrado seus esforços na fiscalização, supervisão e regulação do mercado de valores mobiliários, 
deixando a busca de indenização para a atuação privada.” 
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4. Jurisdictional differences in the regulation of publicly traded companies 

 

4.1 Disclosure Requirements for publicly traded companies 

 

4.1.1 Disclosure Requirements in Brazilian jurisdiction 

Brazilian jurisdiction utilizes, as its main framework of regulation towards disclosure 

requirements of public companies, several acts of legislation and ordinances emitted by the 

Comissão de Valores Mobiliários - the Brazilian Securities Comission (“CVM”) as well as certain 

rules issued by stock exchange B3 and guidelines created by autoregulatory branches.  

In general, corporate disclosure legislation for corporations, whether publicly traded or not, is 

comprised of Law 6.404 of 1976, which regulates matters related to issuers of securities, the 

incorporation, management structure, and governance of corporations, as well as the publication of 

accounting information and general rights asserted to shareholders.  

The Anti Corruption Law (Law 12.846 of 2013), may also be listed as legislation regulating 

disclosure of publicly traded companies, as it provides a legal basis for sanctioning corrupt 

practices within Brazilian companies and, therefore, disclosure requirements regarding issues 

pertaining to compliance or non-compliance of Law 12.846 of 2013 are also mandatory for publicly 

traded companies in Brazil, as will be demonstrated in the following paragraphs. 

Disclosure obligations are regulated by both Law 6.404 of 197693 and CVM Ordinance 358 

of 200294 (“Ordinance 358”). Full disclosure is mandatory for all information classified as relevant 

by Ordinance 358, and both the company and its officer responsible for such disclosure are liable 

in the event of any violation. A “relevant act or fact” is defined by both Law 6.404 of 1976 and by 

Ordinance 358. 

As defined by Law 6.404 of 1976, a relevant act or fact is comprised of either the 

deliberations of a shareholders’, board or other company administration entity’s meeting or any act 

 
93 Available at http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/leis/l6404consol.htm 
94 Available at http://www.cvm.gov.br/legislacao/instrucoes/inst358.html 
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or fact that may importantly influence the decision of investors to purchase or sell securities issued 

by the company 

As defined by Ordinance 358, encompasses any act or fact that may considerably influence 

the trading price of the companies’ shares, or influence the decision of an investor to purchase, 

hold or sell such shares, or to exercise any voting or non-voting right detained by the shareholder 

towards the company. The concept of relevance also carries formal definition arising from any 

decision made by (i) a shareholder with control over the company, (ii) the general shareholders 

meeting, or (iii) any of the company’s’ internal structures with management, policy, financial or 

other powers that may impact the company’s business. 

The table below summarizes the list of acts or facts that the CVM understands as relevant, 

and therefore of necessary publication. While the list is demonstrative and the CVM clearly 

expresses other acts or facts may also be deemed relevant, it is of significant utility in the legal 

definition of the term “relevant fact or act”: 

Table 10: Acts or facts stated as relevant in the Brazilian Jurisdiction, under CVM 

Ordinance 35895 

Execution of a share transfer or purchase agreement regarding changes in control, even 

considering the possibility of future suspension or resolution of such agreement.  

Changes in control of the company, including changes in control arising from the execution, 

amendment, or termination of a shareholder’s agreement 

Execution, amending or termination of a shareholder’s agreement in which the company is a 

party or intervening party. 

Entrance or exit of a shareholder which is party to any agreement with the company related to 

operational, financial, technological or administrative matters.  

Issuance of any authorization for trading securities issued by the company in any market, 

national or foreign. 

The decision to cancel the registration of a publicly held company. 

Transformation or dissolution of the company. 

 
95 According to Article 2 of Ordinance 358 
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Any changes in the composition of the company's equity, accounting criteria or debt 

renegotiation or debt restructuring. 

Any approval of a stock-option plan. 

Any changes in the rights and dividends provided by securities issued by the company. 

Split or reverse split of shares or attribution of bonus towards shares issued by the company. 

Any acquisition of shares issued by the company, to remain in treasury, or cancellation of 

acquired shares and disposal of shares thus acquired. 

Profits or losses of the company, and the attribution of cash earnings. 

Execution, termination or default over any contract, when an expectation of completion of 

such contract is of public knowledge. 

Approval, alteration or withdrawal of any project rendered or entered into by the company, or 

delay in its implementation. 

Any changes to the manufacturing or sale cycle of any of the company´s products or services. 

Any alteration or development of company technology or resources. 

If projections have been disclosed by the company, any modification of such projections 

disclosed by the company. 

Any filing regarding bankruptcy or bankruptcy lawsuit that may affect the company's 

economic and financial standing. 

Any filing for judicial or extrajudicial restructuring. 

 

All relevant facts or acts must, under CVM Ordinance 358 be disclosed by the company 

immediately after knowledge of such information and must be preferably disclosed before opening 

or after closing of the trading hours of the company´s security. 

In continuity, while not a disclosure obligation in essence, Brazilian publicly traded 

companies must observe an additional requirement regarding publication of business activities: all 

information regarding corporate, auditing and financial, operational, economic, labor, legal, 

environmental, social and administrative matters of the company must be disclosed, mandatorily, 

in a defined format, under a document called Formulário de Referência96 which must be updated 

 
96 According to CVM Ordinance 02.2020. Available at http://www.cvm.gov.br/export/sites/cvm/legislacao/oficios-
circulares/snc-sep/anexos/ocsncsep0220.pdf 
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yearly and, if relevant information arises such as the acts or facts summarizes in Table 10 above, 

the form must be updated immediately. 

Regarding disclosure of financial and auditing reports, listed companies are required to 

disclose financial statements, at least yearly, accompanied by reports issued by the company´s 

management, reflecting their perceptions over the financial statements. Auditing reports must be 

disclosed quarterly, and if a fiscal board is active, the fiscal board´s opinion over the auditing 

reports must accompany such reports. As with the Formulário de Referência, although not a 

disclosure requirement in essence, companies must adopt a defined format for financial statements 

compatible with the CVM server. 

Additionally, listed companies must hold presentations for investors, regarding financial 

statements and audit reports whenever the statements or reports are disclosed. 

For listing segments Novo Mercado and Nível 1 the only requirements in excess of those 

set forth by the CVM are of mandatory translation to English of all disclosed relevant acts or facts, 

and the necessary disclosure of a company event calendar encompassing the dates for publication 

of auditing and financial information, as well as shareholder´s meetings. 

RIOS and BOECHEM97, in their paper analyzing the CVM’s activity in regulating and 

sentencing over the constitution of a violation in disclosure, state that, in the main activities 

overseen by the CVM regard: (i) the acquisition or alienation of corporate control (either through 

share purchase agreements or takeover bids), (ii) loan agreements or agreements with an impact 

over company finances, and (iii) financial or operational projections98. As shown below, the CVM99 

strongly abides to the list mentioned in Table 10 to guide its decisions over alleged violations of 

disclosure, thus providing additional relevance to the existence of a list of acts or facts that are 

deemed material. 

 
97 BOECHEM,  Felipe Tavares. RIOS, Alexandre Carvalho Pinto. ANÁLISE DA JURISPRUDÊNCIA DA CVM 
SOBRE O DEVER DE DIVULGAÇÃO DE FATOS RELEVANTES. Revista de Direito Empresarial. vol. 5/2014. 
p. 126. Set - Out / 2014. 
98 As also stated in CVM Ordinance 02.2020. Available at http://www.cvm.gov.br/export/sites/cvm/legislacao/oficios-
circulares/snc-sep/anexos/ocsncsep0220.pdf 
99 In the proceedings analyzed throughout this paper, none of the Proceedings defined a material fact in a manner 
different or not in compliance with the list provided in Table 10. 
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Regarding the disclosure of acquisitions of shares and changes in control, not every single 

negotiation for sales or acquisitions of shares, or any preliminary change in control is of mandatory 

disclosure, as set out in Ordinance 358 when listing material facts. As will be shown below, 

negotiations with low probability of execution are not to be disclosed. However, under the flag of 

full disclosure that regulates Brazilian disclosure practices100: 

A negotiation with a low probability of execution is solely one in which one of the involved 

parties has no knowledge over the other parties’ intent on acquiring or otherwise alienating 

corporate capital, or any other merger, incorporation or other form of transfer of shares resulting 

in an alteration in control101. And so, whenever both parties are aware of the existence of 

corresponding and mere interest in negotiating, the negotiation loses its title as a low probability 

negotiation and must be therefore disclosed. 

Proceeding RJ 2014/6225 of the CVM analyzed disclosure violations by the directors of 

Prumo Logística S.A., given such directors did not disclose that Prumo Logística S.A. was 

undergoing possible acquisition operations with EIG Management Company LLC, where a share 

purchase agreement was being negotiated that would result in EIG Management Company LLC 

holding the majority of shares of Prumo Logísitca S.A. To this sense, the CVM interpreted in literal 

form that a share transfer or purchase agreement regarding changes in control constitutes a material 

fact, limiting all analyses strictly to the content of CVM Ordinance 358102, and that the existence 

 
100 BOECHEM,  Felipe Tavares. RIOS, Alexandre Carvalho Pinto. ANÁLISE DA JURISPRUDÊNCIA DA CVM 
SOBRE O DEVER DE DIVULGAÇÃO DE FATOS RELEVANTES. Revista de Direito Empresarial. vol. 5/2014. 
p. 128. Set - Out / 2014: “a não divulgação imediata de um fato relevante é uma situação excepcional dentro do 
sistema de full disclosure adotado pela legislação brasileira, que visa assegurar a todos os investidores acesso 
imediato e simultâneo à informação. Consequentemente, “essa permissão excepcional só pode vigorar enquanto se 
tem absoluta certeza de que nenhum investidor teve acesso privilegiado à informação”. 
101 BOECHEM,  Felipe Tavares. RIOS, Alexandre Carvalho Pinto. ANÁLISE DA JURISPRUDÊNCIA DA CVM 
SOBRE O DEVER DE DIVULGAÇÃO DE FATOS RELEVANTES. Revista de Direito Empresarial. vol. 5/2014. 
p. 1232. Set - Out / 2014: “Assim, no momento mais inicial da negociação, em que uma das companhias pretende 
adquirir, mas a outra não fornece qualquer indicação de que deseja negociar, por mais relevante que o negócio seja, 
a probabilidade de sua realização é, objetivamente, tão baixa, que não se justifica a divulgação (a não ser que a 
informação tenha fugido do controle da companhia, o que a obrigaria a confirmar, negar ou explicar a intenção de 
adquirir, de modo a nivelar o conhecimento, entre os participantes do mercado, sobre os negócios da companhia). 
Essa mesma situação – não divulgação por baixa probabilidade de conclusão do negócio – pode alterar-se 
completamente no dia seguinte, quando, conhecendo a proposta, a companhia alvo desejar analisá-la com mais 
profundidade. Aqui a probabilidade de aceitação já é maior (e a própria negociação pode passar a ser um fato 
relevante), tornando-se necessário o enquadramento da situação concreta no art. 6.º da Instrução 358/2001, para que 
se deixe de divulgar a informação relevante”. 
102 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários, PROCESSO ADMINISTRATIVO SANCIONADOR nº RJ2014/6225 
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of a discussed version of an agreement constituted it to be plausibly put into execution, thus should 

be disclosed. 

Proceeding RJ 2012/10069 of the CVM in the same sense analyzed the violations of 

disclosure by Laep Investments Ltd., which was under negotiations regarding the alienation of its 

shares to Padma Indústrias de Alimentos S.A., and did not adequately disclose the state or existence 

of such negotiations. Added to the fact that not every share purchase agreement is to be disclosed, 

the shareholders of Laep Investments Ltd., in a shareholders’ meeting, had approved the alienation 

of Laep Investments Ltd.s’ shares to Padma Indústria de Alimentos S.A. As above, the CVM 

exclusively regarded the provisions of CVM Ordinance 358 in its ostensive list to qualify the 

analyzed violations103. 

Proceeding RJ2013/10909 of the CVM also limited its analysis solely to a violation listed 

in CVM Ordinance 358. The case at hand analyzed a series of news outlets informing that MPX 

Energia S.A. was negotiating the sale of company shares and control to E.ON SE, and the non-

disclosure by MPX Energia S.A. of any statement specifically regarding or denying the transaction. 

One month after the news outlets published the information regarding the possible transaction, 

MPX Energia S.A., disclosed that an investment operation had been executed by and between MPX 

Energia S.A. and E.ON SE whereby E.ON SE would acquire 36.2% of the share capital of MPX 

Energia S.A. The CVM understood that the absence of disclosure by MPX Energia S.A. in the 

event of news outlets publishing information on the matter, constituted a violation of disclosure 

obligations, under CVM Ordinance 358104. 

Proceeding RJ 2013/7916 of the CVM, in a different scope from the abovementioned 

proceedings, analyzed the violation of disclosure obligations by CCX Carvão da Colômbia S.A. in 

the takeover bid of its own shares. After a relevant fluctuation in the share-price of the company’s 

stocks, regulators questioned CCX Carvão da Colômbia S.A. regarding any possible breach of 

confidentiality and requested further clarifications on the matter. After receiving such requests, 

CCX Carvão da Colômbia S.A. disclosed a statement informing its shareholders that the controlling 

shareholder of the company had declared intent on acquiring the totality of the company’s shares 

through a takeover bid. Once again, the CVM, relying in the list provided in CVM Ordinance 358, 

 
103 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários, PROCESSO ADMINISTRATIVO SANCIONADOR nº RJ2012/10069 
104 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários, PROCESSO ADMINISTRATIVO SANCIONADOR nº RJ2013/10909 
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determined that CCX Carvão da Colômbia S.A. did not comply with its disclosure obligations, 

once the information regarding the takeover bid had been made public after a breach of 

confidentiality – and should have been disclosed at the moment of receival105. 

Regarding the execution of loan agreements, whenever attributable towards the 

renegotiation of loans or when the expectation of completion of such contract is of public 

knowledge, the CVM has also restricted its analysis to when the expectation of completion of such 

contract is of public knowledge, once again strictly abiding to the list provided for in CVM 

Ordinance 358106. 

Proceeding RJ 2006/4476 of the CVM analyzed that a loan constitutes a material fact when 

such loan relates to (i) a suspensive condition for the conclusion of a relevant acquisition, (ii) a 

necessary condition for the execution of a project already disclosed by the company, or (iii) 

sufficient towards stabilizing the liquidity of the company, and in the absence of such loan, the 

company would likely file for bankruptcy or judicial restructuring, and such condition is of the 

knowledge of shareholders and investors alike107.  

Consequently, the CVM, regarding the materiality of a loan agreement, also restricted its 

analysis solely to the mentioned material facts in CVM Ordinance 358, where such agreement is 

only material if it meets the standards set in Table 10, either related to: (i) the execution, termination 

or default over any contract, when an expectation of completion of such contract is of public 

knowledge, (ii) the approval, alteration or withdrawal of any project rendered or entered into by 

the company, or delay in its implementation, or (iii) if it poses any alteration or development of 

company resources.  

In practice, the CVM simply rewrote the three items above in a manner as to adequately 

address them in the event of a loan, ultimately maintaining strict observance towards the list 

mentioned in Table 10, not deviating from any of its provisions. 

 
105 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários, PROCESSO ADMINISTRATIVO SANCIONADOR nº RJ2013/10321 
106 BOECHEM,  Felipe Tavares. RIOS, Alexandre Carvalho Pinto. ANÁLISE DA JURISPRUDÊNCIA DA CVM 
SOBRE O DEVER DE DIVULGAÇÃO DE FATOS RELEVANTES. Revista de Direito Empresarial. vol. 5/2014. 
p. 131. Set - Out / 2014. 
107 BRITO, Wagner De Mello. DE LA PEÑA, Daniela De Oliveira Duque-estrada. CONFLITOS EMPRESARIAIS: 
A COMISSÃO DE VALORES MOBILIÁRIOS (CVM) E SEUS MEIOS DE ADMINISTRAÇÃO DE 
CONFLITOS. CONPEDI Law Review. 2016. e-ISSN: 2448-3931 DOI: 10.21902/clr.v2i3.294. P. 67 
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Proceeding RJ2007/1079, in practical execution of the standards mentioned above, 

determined that a loan agreement involving Caemi Mineração e Metalurgia S.A., which 

represented 38,07% of the company’s combined assets and liabilities was material and should be 

disclosed, and considering that Caemi Mineração e Metalurgia S.A. did not disclose the execution 

of the loan agreement, it was in violation of CVM Ordinance 358, and specifically in violation of 

item (iii) as mentioned in the paragraph above. 

The third of the mentioned categories in which the principal oversight of the CVM is 

rendered consists on the analysis of violations regarding proper disclosure of financial projections. 

A financial projection, in the CVM’s view, consists on any information regarding an affirmation 

of the company’s future, whereby an expression over the expectation of future results is provided 

given the analysis of existing data under scrutiny of a given methodology108.  

Furthermore, an information may be subdivided as hard information, or soft information, 

where the former regards objective affirmations, verifiable through past or present events, and the 

latter regards subjective information, with reasonable uncertainty or imprecision109. 

A projection, under the interpretation of the CVM, consists on soft information, as 

determined by the CVM’s own Director in July 2005110. The mentioned Director stated, in 

Proceeding RJ 2005/1717 that projections are not mandatorily to be disclosed, given they are 

relevantly uncertain, and the degree of sophistication that a prospective piece of information has to 

provide an investor as to adequately allow for an informed decision to invest or divest, based on 

such projection, is not compatible with an obligation to disclose111. In other words: a projection of 

future corporate results is not an information that provides as much certainty as the disclosure of 

past corporate events, and so, projections are not of mandatory disclosure. 

However, if projections have been disclosed by the company, a violation of disclosure 

obligations may be present if either (i) the projections are altered or amended after initial disclosure, 

or (ii) the projection was disclosed inadequately, i.e.: through an interview given by a company 

 
108 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários. Inquérito Administrativo CVM 06/87. Voto do Diretor Nelson Eizirik. p. 12 
109 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários. Inquérito Administrativo CVM 06/87. Voto do Diretor-Relator Lauro de 
Mendonça Gouvêa, p. 6. 
110 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários, Processo Nº RJ 2005/1717 - Reg. Col. Nº 4689/2005 
111 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários, Processo Nº RJ 2005/1717 - Reg. Col. Nº 4689/2005 
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director or board member, who inadvertently (or not) provides information on future cash flows, 

revenues or any other projection regarding the results or operations of the company.  

CVM Proceedings (i) RJ 2005/1717, (ii) RJ 2007/3639 (iii) RJ 2007/14044, (iv) RJ 

2008/12124 (v) RJ 2008/12216, and (vi) RJ 2009/9439 all regard the exact example given above, 

where the director of the accused company disclosed during an interview for a local newspaper 

outlet, that the company expected growth, reductions or changes in future results, without 

adequately providing information on the basis of such projections, and not disclosing any future 

changes or updates on the projections. 
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4.1.2 Disclosure requirements under the jurisdiction of the United States 

 

The disclosure of information regarding publicly traded companies in the United States 

follows the concept of a material fact. US listed companies are required to publicly disclose 

information to assist current or eventual investors in their decision to purchase, hold or sell 

securities, as well as to exercise any voting rights they may have. 

The regulatory approach of the SEC towards disclosure requirements in the United States 

is completely different from the approach carried out by Brazilian regulators. Brazilian jurisdiction 

presents, in connection to its broad definition of relevancy, a series of possible definitions for the 

term “relevant act or fact” and allows for relatively little interpretative liberty towards the term, 

given the ostensive list presented by the CVM in Ordinance 358. The American jurisdiction, on the 

other hand, led by the SEC, takes a strategic approach towards the definition of what would 

constitute a “material fact”. As set by Oesterle, the SEC provides companies with a numerous list 

of disclosure requirements in its many schedules and rules112, determining disclosure of such 

material facts, but then, does not define the term “material”113.  

Form 8-K, whose filing is required in the United States, provides a list of operational 

information that must be disclosed by companies whenever such operations are executed, such as 

changes in control, delisting, bankruptcy or changes to servicers114, but the operational matters 

listed in the form are not interpreted by either the SEC or the Supreme Court as constituting an 

exemplative list of material facts, as occurs with the list in Ordinance 358. Therefore, the Form 

does not constitute a set of additional definitions of materiality. In practice, the definition of 

materiality is entirely sought after on a case-by-case basis in the United States. 

Such information, when considering the obligation of its disclosure, must follow the 

materiality principle set forth by the Securities Act of 1933. Broadly, the SEC defines the principle 

according to the significance of its content to users, where a matter is "material" if there is a 

 
112 Disclosure requirements based on material facts are provided in legislation and SEC regulation, as defined in: (i) 
17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5, §§ 240.14a-9, 240.13e-3, (ii) SEC Regulation. M-A, (iii) Securities Act of 1934 § 14(e), 15 
U.S.C. §§ 78(n), 80a-33, 80b-3(e), (iv) 18 C.F.R. § 385.408, and (v) 17 C.F.R. § 240.12b-20. 
113 OESTERLE, Dale A. The Overused and Under-Defined Notion of 'Material' in Securities Law. Ohio State Public 
Law Working Paper No. 145. 2011. 
114 According to Form 8-K as made available by the SEC at https://www.sec.gov/files/form8-k.pdf 
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substantial likelihood that an average prudent investor would consider it important in their decision 

regarding the asset115. 

Considering the above, there is no specific and prior ostensive definition of what constitutes 

a material fact. To the contrary, to define any fact as material, instead of linkage to definition 

through legislation, the American jurisdiction foresees a tentative and ever-fluid interpretation. As 

defended by Sauer116, materiality is a highly judgmental standard, often colored by a variety of 

factual presumptions, and dependent on judicial analysis on a case-by-case basis. To this sense, the 

term “material” and the attempted definition of what constitutes a material fact, has an unrivaled 

position in American securities law117. 

Regarding the absence of ostensive definitions of specific corporate agreements or 

structures constituting a material fact, the definition for the term resides upon judicial definitions 

provided by rulings of the US Supreme Court. 

TSC Industries Inc V. Northaway Inc. 426 U.S. 438, constitutes the first major118 Supreme 

Court ruling on the interpretation of whether a specific fact was considered material or not. The 

case at hand was one of a proposed merger approval and its vote, between the shareholders of two 

companies. The supreme court, then, ruled that the determination whether the merger approval 

constituted a material fact should be based on the substantial likelihood that the disclosure of the 

fact would have assumed significant differences in the either the decisions of a shareholder or on 

the decisions of a reasonable investor, given the disclosure of the fact would alter the “total mix” 

of information available on the given security. 

In Basic Inc. V. Levinson 485 U.S. 224, the second major Supreme Court ruling on 

materiality, furthered the definition of a material fact, but only to the extent that materiality is based 

on how probable the occurrence of a given event was, when looking back to it. In this sense, the 

 
115Securities and Exchange Comission. SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin: No. 99. 1999. Available at 
https://www.sec.gov/interps/account/sab99.htm#:~:text=Materiality%20concerns%20the%20significance%20of,of%
20Financial%20Accounting%20Concepts%20No. 
116 SAUER, Richard. The Erosion of the Materiality Standard in the Enforcement of the Federal Securities Laws. 
Business Lawyer Review. Issue 62. Pg. 317-357. 2017 
117 OESTERLE, Dale A. The Overused and Under-Defined Notion of 'Material' in Securities Law. Ohio State Public 
Law Working Paper No. 145. 2011. 
118 OESTERLE, Dale A. The Overused and Under-Defined Notion of 'Material' in Securities Law. Ohio State Public 
Law Working Paper No. 145. 2011. 
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Supreme Court analyzed materiality regarding negotiations in acquisition discussions, as to when 

do negotiations become a material fact and must be disclosed119. 

The definition of materiality, therefore, is not as specific and tangible in the United States 

as it is in Brazil. The ostensive list provided by the CVM enables listed companies in Brazil to 

make their subjective judgement over the materiality or relevance of a fact, which regards if the 

fact would alter share-price or the decisions of an investor, with the added comfort of a list of facts 

or acts that are already stated as material or relevant. In the United States, as seen above under SEC 

rules and Supreme Court rulings, companies must base their decision whether to disclose 

information deemed as material or not based entirely on subjective judgements, which allows either 

for over-disclosure of facts, or under-disclosure and possible sanctioning of the company.  

Furthermore, the SEC, on disclosure, also determines under 17 CFR § 240.10b-5, as 

unlawful the making of any untrue statement of a material fact or the omission of such material 

fact, as well as making any misleading statement if the entirety of the material fact is not disclosed.  

The Securities and Exchange Commission of the United States also requires specific 

formats for the publication of the company´s activities, financial statements and auditing reports, 

as set forth annually by form 10-K120, quarterly by Form10-Q121, and operational information, to 

be updated regularly, in Form 8-K122.   

Additionally, disclosure requirements are also defined in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Section 

401 of the Act provides obligations towards companies regarding the obligations in disclosure of 

annual financial statements, accuracy requirements and the prohibition towards incorrect 

statements. The Act, however, does not provide any additional requirements or standards regarding 

materiality. 

The NYSE and Nasdaq also follow the rules and disclosure obligations set forth by the 

SEC, and Sarbanes-Oxley Act. 

 

 
119 Basic Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224 (1988) 
120 As made available by the SEC at https://www.sec.gov/fast-answers/answers-form10khtm.html 
121 As made available by the SEC at https://sec.report/Form/10-Q 
122 As made available by the SEC at https://www.sec.gov/files/form8-k.pdf 
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4.2 Comparative review of disclosure requirements in the United States and Brazil 

 

As set out above, the definition of what constitutes a material act or fact in American and 

Brazilian jurisdictions differs greatly. Brazilian legislation is much more definitive and 

predetermined towards the definition, given the exemplative list provided by regulation, and the 

most important distinction on Brazilian regulation of materiality regards the linkage of the 

materiality concept to price impact, which is made clear when Ordinance 358 states that a fact or 

act is relevant or material if it can significantly alter the price of securities. The additional definition 

of price impact is subtle but of imperious importance. 

When the CVM defines materiality in accordance to price impact, it narrows the 

possibilities of the concept, where information is arguably not material if it has no expected effect 

upon the price of traded securities. Such definition adds an additional narrowing burden towards 

what could be considered material once it allows for mathematical demonstration as to determine 

the true value of a security. In practice, given there is an additional definition for the term, Brazilian 

regulation is more under-inclusive over the definition over the constitution of a material fact.  

In other words, if a company can sufficiently prove that the material information had no 

reasonably expected effect on the price of securities, or if disclosure could not reasonably affect 

such price, then the information is possibly not material. 

This additional aspect of materiality is not present in American jurisdiction, and therefore 

companies listed in the United States have no room for presenting an additional argument over the 

materiality of acts or facts. In the United States, as mentioned above, a matter is material if there 

is a substantial likelihood that an average prudent investor would consider it important in their 

decision regarding the asset. Price impact is not considered. If the stock price is indeed impacted 

then loss causation will be analyzed, but not price impact as in the case of Brazilian regulation. 

Brazilian regulation, therefore, lacks a significant step that the American jurisdiction took 

when the Supreme Court of the United States ruled over Halliburton Co. v. Erica P. John Fund, 

Inc., 573 U.S, where the possibility of introduction, by the company acting as defendant, of 

evidence pertaining to the perceived lack of price impact on a material misrepresentation was 

denied.  
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Therefore, materiality is not defined by price impact in the United States, and may well be 

defined by price impact in Brazil. This subtle but very relevant distinction leads to a potential 

hazard for Brazilian companies acting in a dual jurisdictional environment, once, for the same 

material fact, in the same instance, a given company incorporated under Brazilian Law might be 

abiding to disclosure requirements in Brazil but violating disclosure requirements in the United 

States. 

Additionally, the matter of disclosure of financial projections is relevantly different in 

Brazil and in the United States. CVM Ordinance 480 of 2009123 determines that the publication 

and disclosure of financial projections of a company are entirely optional, and only if disclosed, 

such projections must be updated regularly, be of reasonable content, accompany relevant 

premises, parameters and methodology, and must clearly indicate that such projections are entirely 

different from factual information provided in financial statements and auditing reports. 

Meanwhile, in the United States, the regulatory landscape is relevantly different. 

Projections, opinions or forward-looking measures provided by third parties are required to be 

disclosed in filings before the SEC, according to Item 1015 of Regulation M-A [17 CFR 229.1000 

- 229.1016], whenever merger or acquisition transactions are underway. 

Once again, disclosure requirements are more brand towards companies listed in Brazil 

when compared to companies listed in the United States. For projections and forward-looking 

opinions, non-disclosure in Brazil would not constitute a violation of securities law, where in the 

United States, a significant violation would take place.  

In practice, any company listed in the United States with operations in Brazil that undergoes 

merger or acquisition transactions in Brazil, might not disclose third party provided projections 

once Brazilian legislation does not require such disclosure. The company would therefore violate 

American Securities Law and be subject to both litigation by harmed investors, and sanctioning by 

regulatory agencies. 

The comparison above demonstrates clearly that there are relevant differences in both 

jurisdictions when regulating disclosure requirements of material information. Brazilian companies 

listing abroad thus are subject to relevant risks when handling disclosure compliance, given issues 

 
123 As made available by the CVM at http://www.cvm.gov.br/legislacao/instrucoes/inst480.html 
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or transactions carried out purely in Brazil, as is the case of a national merger, will not be regulated 

solely by Brazilian authority. Such dual jurisdictional obligations are a hazardous burden over the 

company, and given the risk of litigation of violations, should be seriously weighed when 

considering upside and downside of listing abroad. 

The proceedings mentioned as examples of the risks Brazilian companies face when listing 

their shares abroad, or when offering certificates that comprise their shares traded in a Brazilian 

exchange, as is the case of Petrobras and Vale, serve as stark exemplification of the vast differences 

in both regulation of the components of a material fact and the judicialization of violations, either 

by misrepresentations or omissions. 

The cases of Vale and Petrobras were also misrepresentations in Brazil, Law 7.913 in its 

Article 1, as mentioned above, states a material misrepresentation or omission is reprehensible via 

a securities fraud class action in Brazil. However, both these companies did not face litigation by 

means of Law 7.913, and solely faced either arbitration filed by a limited number of investors, or 

other lawsuits not comprising the reparation of investors for the actions that led to losses in share 

prices or undue inflation of share prices. 

As set by the CVM itself124, not only are the jurisdictions unique in their regulation of the 

matter, but the CVM and the public prosecutors themselves are not vested in the proper incentives 

for litigating against companies in a securities fraud class action lawsuit. Violations of similar 

nature, therefore, are not similarly handled in Brazil and in the United States.  

While the exact same conduct rendered a US$ 2.95 billion settlement in the American 

jurisdiction, no securities fraud class action lawsuit was filed in Brazil, even if the conducts, under 

the interpretation of this paper and of the CVM125, comprised violations in both jurisdictions. In 

Brazil, Petrobras continues to face arbitration, but not a single securities fraud class action lawsuit. 

 
124 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários. Fortalecimento dos meios de tutela reparatória dos direitos dos acionistas 
no mercado de capitais brasileiro. Relatório Preliminar. Outubro de 2019. Available at https://www.gov.br/cvm/pt-
br/centrais-de-conteudo/publicacoes/estudos/fortalecimento-dos-meios-de-tutela-reparatoria-dos-direitos-dos-
acionistas-no-mercado-de-capitais-brasileiro-relatorio-preliminar-cvm-ocde-spe-me-outubro-2019 
125 Comissão de Valores Mobiliários. PROCESSO ADMINISTRATIVO SANCIONADOR CVM Nº RJ2017/3970. 
By means of which the CVM applied a R$ 350.000,00 fine to the auditors of Petrobras during 2009-2014, for 
irregularities in the financial statements of the Company, where misrepresentations of the values of assets of the 
company where disclosed. 
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5. Veiled Risks: An analysis and propositions 

 

The aforementioned differences in both regulation over disclosure obligations and the legal 

treatment awarded whenever breaches of such obligations occur are the basic foundation for the 

veiled risks Brazilian companies face when entering into an initial public offering abroad – as 

presented in this paper, regarding such IPO’s in the United States, either in Nasdaq or the NYSE. 

Such differences, when presented in connection to compiled data over Brazilian companies 

listing in Brazil, Brazilian companies listing in the United States may provide two plausible 

conclusions, based on two different sets of information: (i) Brazilian companies must adequately 

adapt towards the operation in a dual-jurisdiction environment, handling not only the formal 

requirements of both jurisdictions individually, but also considering the relevant differences over 

judicialization of violations.  

 

Regarding formal aspects: 

 

It is not adequate for Brazilian companies to simply comply with either United States or 

Brazilian legislation over the disclosure of material facts. As presented above, the definition of 

materiality is not as specific and tangible in the United States as it is in Brazil.  Brazilian legislation 

is much more definitive and predetermined towards the definition, given the exemplative list 

provided by CVM Ordinance 358 and the CVM’s strict interpretation based on such list, when 

compared to American interpretation and regulation over materiality.  

To this sense, the linkage of the materiality concept to price impact is possibly the most 

relevant difference in both regulations. Such linkage implies, as made clear by Ordinance 358, that 

a fact or act is relevant or material if it can significantly alter the price of securities, therefore 

narrowing the possibilities of the concept, where information is arguably not material if it has no 

expected effect upon the price of traded securities. The term “if” is the defining aspect of such 

regulatory treatment. This definition adds an additional proof or demonstration burden towards 
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what could be considered material in Brazilian regulation, once it allows for mathematical 

demonstration as to determine the true value of a security.  

Ultimately, given such additional aspect of materiality is not present in American 

jurisdiction, and therefore companies listed in the United States have no room for presenting an 

additional argument over the materiality of acts or facts as is possible in Brazil, once the 

determination given in Halliburton Co. v. Erica P. John Fund, Inc., 573 U.S., provides the argument 

moot.  

It is not adequate that Brazilian companies simply follow whichever jurisdiction defines 

the term more broadly or in a less specific manner. Materiality liked to price impact is perhaps the 

most important difference in the way both jurisdictions regulate disclosure, demonstrating that an 

act or fact may be material in Brazilian jurisdiction, while it may not be in American jurisdiction, 

or vice-versa. 

 

Regarding differences in judicialization: 

 

As presented in this paper, securities fraud class action lawsuits in the United States 

encompass a private cause of action regarding the indemnification for financial losses incurred by 

investors, given such damages were caused by the issuing company when falsely conveying 

information or omitting facts said to influence both stock prices and any given investors’ perception 

over trading securities.  

The legal basis for such lawsuits derives from Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act 

of 1934 and the SEC’s Rule 10b-5.  Foundation for securities fraud claims encompass six elements: 

(1) a material misrepresentation or omission; (2) scienter; (3) a connection with the purchase or 

sale of a security; (4) reliance; (5) economic loss; and (6) loss causation. American jurisdiction has 

long determined certain aspects over the burden of proof, requirements, standards and 

interpretations for such elements, but have not determined an exemplative or indicative list of what 

constitutes materiality, as has the Brazilian jurisdiction.  
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American judicialization of securities fraud class action lawsuits, however, has stood trial 

for over 30 years, since Basic Inc. v. Levinson - 485 U.S. 224, 108 S. Ct. 978 (1988), with well 

defined and proven procedures for the carrying out of the complaint, hearing of plaintiffs and 

defendants, setting precedent over compensation and providing future securities fraud class action 

lawsuits with both certainty over due process and acknowledgment regarding securities fraud class 

action lawsuits as a means of investors to seek compensation for undue breaches in disclosure. 

Brazilian judicialization regarding securities fraud class action lawsuits, however, is greatly 

opaque. There have been no significant sets of judicial rulings over the matter, while Federal Law 

7.913 regulates Securities Fraud Class Actions in Brazil, dividing violations of securities law into 

three main categories: (i) insider trading, (ii) fraudulent practices, and (iii) violations of disclosure, 

there is still uncertainty over the legitimacy of proposing parties for securities fraud class action 

lawsuits in Brazil. As mentioned above, Brazilian courts, themselves, are also uncertain over the 

applicability of the sole legitimacy of State or Federal Prosecutors for the proposition of such 

lawsuits and have accepted associations as also legitimate plaintiffs regarding the matter. 

While the United States has over 30 years of precedent, although over 30 years have passed 

since Law 7.913, the environment of its application is still almost non-existent126. As also 

mentioned above, Federal Law 7.913 itself is an important tool, but the vast majority of its 

applicability, its standards and elements, are limited to what scholars interpret, given minimal 

practical filings of complaints encompassing violations regulated by Law 7.913 have been filed. 

Even though American precedent deems securities class actions with broader certainty over the 

application and procedures of the lawsuit itself, Brazilian companies still face relevant adverse risk 

over the costs incurred in a proceeding carried in a foreign jurisdiction, with different rule of law 

than the one such company is accustomed to.  

Petrobras, in this sense, stated it preferred a settlement of approximately US$ 3 billion over the 

risk of entering into a securities class action lawsuit, stating that not only reasons of merit regarding 

 
126 MENDES, Givago Dias. AÇÃO CIVIL PÚBLICA DE RESPONSABILIDADE POR DANOS CAUSADOS 
AOS INVESTIDORES NO MERCADO DE VALORES MOBILIÁRIOS: THE SECURITIES CLASS 
ACTIONS IN THE BRAZILIAN LEGAL SYSTEM. Processo, jurisdição e efetividade da justiça III [Recurso 
eletrônico on-line] organização CONPEDI/UNICURITIBA. Curitiba. 2016. P. 140 Available at: 
http://conpedi.danilolr.info/publicacoes/02q8agmu/o2ms73p5/3rL0CQa7MAR80Xsi.pdf 
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the lawsuit were relevant for such choice, but also reasons regarding the particularities of acting as 

defendant in a foreign class action lawsuit127. 

What this means, in practice for Brazilian companies listing abroad, is that not only is it 

necessary to abide by both regulations, thus setting relevant resources towards compliance with 

disclosure practices, but it is also necessary to provide or to foresee entirely different approaches 

to the effects of a violation in disclosure connected to losses caused to investors.  

While Brazilian legislation is more specific, and American legislation is more broad, Brazilian 

judicialization via securities fraud class action lawsuits is largely unknown, and American 

judicialization over the same subject is significantly more stable and with well-defined procedures. 

 If a Brazilian company choses only to follow one regulation, it will have to choose over the 

certainty or uncertainty over the constitutive facets of a material fact, or the certainty or uncertainty 

regarding the judicial application of violations in disclosure. None of the mentioned jurisdictions 

offers a trade-off of certainty over the constitutive facets of materiality and certainty over judicial 

application. 

 

 In this context, the second possible conclusion based on compiled data over Brazilian 

companies listing in Brazil, or Brazilian companies listing abroad may be provided: (ii)   Brazilian 

companies chose to list abroad even when there are significant compliance costs with a dual-

jurisdictional environment, and one of the main choices for such foreign listing comprises 

governance factors and the maintenance of control which is made possible in the United States, 

and not made possible in the Novo Mercado listing segment.  

As mentioned above, the Novo Mercado listing segment presents itself as the  premium 

segment in the Brazilian stock exchange B3, but it does formally require a free-float of at least 25% 

 
127 FORM 6-K, REPORT OF FOREIGN PRIVATE ISSUER PURSUANT TO RULE 13a-16 OR 15d-16 UNDER 
THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934 - For The Month Of January, 2018: PETRÓLEO BRASILEIRO 
S.A. – PETROBRAS. Available At 
Https://Www.Sec.Gov/Archives/Edgar/Data/1119639/000130901418000011/Htm_11841.Htm : “The agreement is 
in the company’s best interest and that of its shareholders, given the risks of a verdict advised by a jury, 
particularities of US procedure and securities laws, as well its assessment of the status of the class action 
and the nature of such litigation in the United States”. 
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of the companies shares, and all shares to be of the same nature, with equal voting powers, which 

in practice means that Brazilian shareholders listing their company in such segment, if strictly 

following the regulation of the segment, will lose at least one quarter of their corporate control over 

the company.  

In the United States , in both Nasdaq and the NYSE, a minimum of publicly held shares is 

required, but such minimum represents a fixed quantity of shares and not a percentage of total 

shares. Furthermore, listing under Nasdaq or NYSE, multiple share classes and super-voting 

structures are allowed128. The existence of Common129 and Preferred130 stock presents itself as an 

advantage for the company to both raise capital and maintain its voting rights and structure, where 

common stock may even be subdivided into different classes: usually into Class A or Class B 

shares, each one assigned with different rights to its holder131. Regarding such division of shares 

into classes, certain holders may be assigned a class of shares with super-voting rights, usually 

classified as a multiplication of the voting powers of other classes of shares. 

The possibility of both divisions in dividend distribution and voting rights according to 

class, play a primary role in the option to list stock abroad, as presented by statements made in 

Prospectuses by Brazilian companies that listed their stock in a US-based stock exchange. 

In this sense: Brazilian companies face significant costs towards compliance in two 

jurisdictions when listing abroad, and one of the main reasons stated by companies in offering 

Prospectuses for choosing a foreign listing is the possibility of maintenance of corporate control.  

Therefore, the conclusion made possible is that a review, by B3, of its governance requirements 

pertaining to the mandatory same nature of shares and free-float volumes  should be re-evaluated, 

and the reasons for such reevaluation are provided below: 

 

 
128 WESTENBERG, David. A. Initial Public Offerings: A Practical Guide to Going Public, Second Edition, 
Practising Law Institute, page 235. 2019 
129 WESTENBERG, David. A. Initial Public Offerings: A Practical Guide to Going Public, Second Edition, 
Practising Law Institute, page 281. 2019 
130 WESTENBERG, David. A. Initial Public Offerings: A Practical Guide to Going Public, Second Edition, 
Practising Law Institute, page 236. 2019 
131 WESTENBERG, David. A. Initial Public Offerings: A Practical Guide to Going Public, Second Edition, 
Practising Law Institute, page 280. 
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A.  Capital markets provide the real economy with improved means of efficiently allocating 

resources and risk, and provide causal factors to boost commercial, industrial and overall economic 

growth and welfare132. A duly organized and regulated stock market provides transparent, timely 

and accountable investment opportunities for the financing of productive activities, impacting 

economic activity (when measured in GDP) and promoting growth by means of efficient capital 

allocation and diversification of risk 133. The composition of any national stock market comprises 

issuers of securities, to be traded in such exchange. The more issuers, the greater market 

capitalization of such stock market, which promotes greater development in the given capital 

market, which in turn provides causation to growth in overall GDP.  

 Regarding item A above,  the development of the Brazilian capital markets, via the rise in 

initial public offerings in the Brazilian stock exchange B3 is being halted over corporate 

governance requirements, that in this author’s view do not promote better governance practices or 

yet provide investors with greater clarity over their investments as does the provision of board 

oversight or as do disclosure requirements. The Novo Mercado prohibition over special classes of 

shares, and the prohibition over so called super-voting shares is possibly removing from Brazilian 

capital markets a profoundly necessary boost in development through the listing of more issuers. 

 

B.  The data does not present any greater certainty regarding that United States initial public 

offerings will provide more proceeds to issuers than initial public offerings carried out in Brazil. 

Costs incurred in the IPO process also are not proven to be lesser in the United States. As mentioned 

in this paper the data are not sufficient to precisely conclude that it is financially more attractive 

for American or Brazilian companies to list their stock at either Nasdaq or NYSE than it is for 

Brazilian companies to list theirs at B3. Median IPO deal sizes are actually quite larger in Brazil 

when compared to the IPO deals carried out in the United States, while it is plausible that funding 

is more generally available in an exchange with larger market caps, it is not possible to factually 

conclude that companies will receive more capital when listing abroad. The results of the analysis 

 
132 LAEVEN, Luc. The Development of Local Capital Markets: Rationale and Challenges. IMF Working Paper 
Research Department., pg. 1-13,  December 2014.  
133 MISHKIN, FS. The Economics of Money, Banking, and Financial Markets. 6 th Edition, New York, 2001; 
ADDISON, Wesley. LONGMAN, Obstfeld. Risk-Taking, Global Diversification, and Growth. Ame. Econ. Rev., 
84(5): 1310–1329, 1994.  
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of the data presented in this paper clearly indicate that American capital markets are obviously 

more voluminous than Brazilian capital markets, but total IPO volume is not, by itself, indicative 

of such attractiveness to list abroad. 

Item B above further provides the conclusion and recommendation given regarding item A 

with greater weight: not only are costs not relevantly different,  proceeds are actually greater in 

Brazil when analyzing median deal sizes. In practice, Brazilian companies are choosing foreign 

listings even if it means an incurring of greater costs with compliance, and even if it does not 

necessarily mean accepting greater proceeds from the listing. A review of the governance rules set 

out in Articles 8 and 10 of the Novo Mercado Regulation  are deemed necessary if a  change is to 

be made as to make listings in Brazil more attractive to Brazilian companies themselves. 

In conclusion, both Brazilian companies and regulators are bound to revise the 

circumstances and veiled risks in international public offerings. Brazilian companies must revise 

the set of rules that bounds them, as the regulation of a dual-jurisdiction environment. Brazilian 

regulators, on the other hand, must revise the circumstances of  veiled risks that international public 

offerings pose to the development of Brazilian capital markets.
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